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Abstract
Hydrated interfaces and lipid membranes are ubiquitous throughout the biological
world. Although these systems have been thoroughly studied under static conditions over the past decades, their dynamic properties are only poorly understood.
In particular, longitudinal waves in lipid monolayers have not received much attention in biology. However, it has been proposed recently that such waves might
be the underlying principle for the propagation of action potentials in nerves. The
central topic of this thesis is therefore to investigate the properties of sound wave
propagating in lipid-based interfaces. Experimentally this is accomplished by the
excitation of pressure pulses resulting from the fusion of a solvent drop with the
air-water interface of a lipid monolayer.
The initial development of a comprehensive understanding for the excitation process of longitudinal lipid monolayer waves delivers a sound foundation for further
experiments conducted within the scope of this thesis. For this purpose, pressure
pulses were excited by fusion of solvent droplets with the aqueous interface of a lipid
monolayer. Despite the highly non-linear compressibility profile of the lipid membrane, a linear stress-strain relation was found for the amplitude of the wave. In
combination with the elucidated influence of the type of solvent molecules, a comprehensive picture for the excitation process was found, which allows to precisely determine the excitability of the monolayer. In the next step a detailed study about wave
excitation by the vapor phase exerted from solvent drops was conducted. With this
contactless excitation method it was possible to induce long-term auto-oscillations of
membrane tension. Investigation of the relaxation characteristics of the showed coinciding maxima of relaxation time and monolayer compressibility. In order to study
the propagation of waves in an even more realistic model of the cell membrane,
monolayers formed from lipids with a poly(ethylene glycol)-conjugated headgroup
were used. The latter represents a highly hydrophilic moiety which closely mimics
carbohydrate residues that constitute the glycocalyx of cells. The increased interaction with the supporting aqueous sub phase led to augmented damping of the waves
and linearized their velocity profile. In subsequent experiments, a drastic reduction
of membrane excitability was found upon the introduction of Gadolinium ions to the
sub phase. Even submillimolar concentrations were sufficient to abolish excitability
of the interface. A similar effect was found for other lanthanides e.g. Lanthanum
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Abstract

and Neodymium. It seems very likely that the blockage of monolayer waves by these
highly charged ions is due to a complexation of phospholipid molecules. Moreover,
the resulting solidification of the membrane could represent a potential explanation as to why lanthanides are also potent blockers of mechanogated ion channels
in nerves and muscles. Finally, the effects upon collision of longitudinal monolayer
waves was investigated. In a nerve cell, two colliding action potentials annihilate
each other. In contrast, two colliding monolayer waves create interference patterns
in surface tension. By considering the path length for each pulse, these patterns can
be calculated, proofing the classical wave behavior of the phenomenon observed.
The experimental results on the properties of acoustic monolayer waves presented
in this thesis will contribute to a better understanding of pulse propagation in biological systems and in particular of action potential propagation in nerves.

Figure 0.1.: Schematic drawing of signal transmission in nerve cells and the potential relevance
of the experiments conducted within this thesis for the processes involved:
I: Excitation of longitudinal pulses by chemical transmitters at the synapse, imitated here by the
application of ambipolar solvents to a lipid monolayer-water interface. II: Relaxation behavior
of excited pressure pulses. III: Influence of the glycocalyx on propagating pulses, simulated by
the incorporation of glycolipids into the monolayer. IV: Block of pulse propagation by lanthanide
ions. V: Superposition of longitudinal monolayer waves upon collision.

2

Chapter 1: Introduction
The publication of Luigi Galvani’s work about the "elettricita animale" in 1791 can
be considered as the dawn of electrophysiology [1]. In his writings he described his
discovery of inducing twitches in a frog’s nerve-muscle-preparation, when brought
into contact with a bimetallic arc (see fig. 1.1 left). Galvani explained his findings
in analogy to the Leiden Jar (see fig. 1.1 middle), a precursor of the capacitor that
can accumulate charges of opposite sign on electrodes in- and outside of a glass
jar. He concluded that the contact of the bimetallic arc allows the discharge of
the, what he called, animal electricity stored inside the muscle, causing the latter
to twitch. This result fascinated and inspired people throughout Europe, but also
started a debate about the nature of electricity and the nerve excitation. The
discussion continued for almost ten years, until Alessandro Volta finally showed by
the invention of the Volta pile (fig. 1.1 right) that the bimetallic arc by itself is a
continuous source of electricity, able to induce nervous activity. In the following,
regular electricity was established as the main tool to investigate the so-called action
potentials propagating in nerve cells. Thus, it is not surprising that the current

Figure 1.1.: Left: Twitch in a muscle-leg-preparation of a frog induced through the contact of
a bimetallic arc (figure from [2]). Middle: Systematic drawing of a Leiden Jar (figure from [3]).
Left: The Volta pile Stacked alternating discs of silver and zinc producing an electromotive
force (figure from [4]).

concept in neurophysiology is based on the purely electrical theory formulated by
Hodgkin and Huxley [5]. Through a refining of the experimental approach of Galvani
and Volta by using single nerve fibers of squids, Hodgkin and Huxley were able
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to record individual action potentials propagating on the cell wall of an axon. A
standard example can be seen in figure 1.2. The conductivity change during such

Figure 1.2.: Left: Action potential recorded on a squid giant axon, taken from [5] Right:
Equivalent circuit representing membrane. RL and C are the membrane’s resistance and capacity.
RNa and RK are the ion-selective resistances varying with time and membrane potential. ENa,K,L
are the corresponding ion-selective membrane potentials. Figure adapted from [5, 6]

a pulse is explained by employing an equivalent circuit (compare fig: 1.2), which is
motivated from basic cable theory, since in terms of electricity the neuron’s axon
resembles a classic telephone cable. Here, the nerve cell’s membrane is treated as
an insulating capacitor in which ion channels are embedded, enabling the selective
influx of Na+ ions and subsequently the efflux of K+ ions. The channels are triggered
by changes in the cellular potential, forcing the resulting local currents to propagate
along the membrane. The resulting differential equation, describing the temporal
course of voltage is the famous Hodgkin and Huxely equation:
(
i)
∂V
1 h
a ∂2 V
4
3
+
ḡK n (V − VK ) + ḡNa m h (V − VNa ) + ḡl (V − Vl )
(1.1)
=K
2Rc2 dt2
dt Cm
When numerically calculated, equation 1.1 mimics the action potential recorded
(compare figure 1.2), but also consists of at least four independent fit parameters.
Quoting John von Neumann, who declared [7]:
Give me four parameters, and I will draw an elephant for you; with five I will have
him raise and lower his trunk and his tail!
might resolve the reason, why Hodgkin and Huxley stated by themselves [5]:
For the sake of illustration we shall try to provide a physical basis for the
equations, but must emphasize that the interpretation given is unlikely to provide a
correct picture of the membrane.

4

Figure 1.3.: Action potentials are invariably accompanied by nonelectrical concomitants. This
includes temporally and spatially coinciding changes in the nerve membrane’s temperature (A),
birefringence (B), thickness (C) and fluorescence intensity (D). Adapted from [8–10]

With the improvement of measurement techniques however, it was later shown that
an action potential is accompanied by thermal [9, 11–13], optical [10] and mechanical [8, 9] changes in the cell membrane that coincide spatially and temporally with
the electric signal (compare 1.3). Despite all efforts of explaining those phenomena
within the theory of Hodgkin and Huxley [14], all reservations couldn’t be overcome.
Especially the consumption of heat in the second half of a passing pulse couldn’t
be explained sufficiently by the ion channel theory [9, 12, 13], since the employed
conducting proteins can only work as heat producing resistors. Moreover, the net
change within all variables during an action potential was measured to be almost
zero, which implies a reversible nature of the phenomenon [8–10, 12, 13]. Those
mentioned reservations inspired the development of an alternative theory in which
the nerve impulse could be understood as a longitudinal, sound-like wave, conducted
within the cell membrane [15–18]. The integrative nature of the underlying thermodynamic approach could not only explain the phenomenon of heat release and
consumption, but also account for the optical, mechanical and electrical changes
occurring during an action potential. To address key aspects of this fundamental
debate in physiology is the central aim of this thesis. The pure existence of the longitudinal wave mode in lipid layers has already been shown [19–22], but are those
waves able to exhibit major features measured on nerve cell membranes? In order
to challenge this picture of a propagating sound wave in nerve cells experimentally,
a lipid monolayer, the simplest model of a cell membrane, was applied to study
excitation, blockage and collision of the described interfacial waves.
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A simple hydrodynamic theory of longitudinal waves in lipid monolayers was readily verified by the prediction that the velocity of the 2-dimensional sound wave is
correlated to the monolayer’s compressibility κT [23]. Additionally, along with the
lipid density pulse, a dynamic change in the surface potential was identified, whose
shape resembled the alteration measured in surface tension [24]. These results not
only imply the coupling of different thermodynamic susceptibilities (here κT and Cπ ),
but allows to conclude for coinciding mechanical, optical and electrical pulses upon
passing of a pressure pulse.
As a first part of this thesis, the wave excitation by alcohols and organic acids
such as acetic acid, which is produced upon hydrolyzation of the neurotransmitter
acetylcholine in the synaptic cleft, was studied thoroughly. It was found that although acetic acid carries a permanent charge, as compared to ethanol, the length
of the aliphatic carbon chain is the main factor that determines the amplitude of
the resulting pressure pulse. Also the number of molecules applied to the surface
correlates linearly with the pulse amplitude, even within the high non-linear phase
transition regime. Moreover, without any mechanical contact, the vapor phase of
a solvent is capable of exciting a wave. In particular, volatile members of the carboxylate ester group revealed a strong impact when brought into the vicinity of the
membrane. The chemical excitation of waves in lipid monolayers can therefore be
understood as a local displacement of lipids, which results in a pressure pulse that
is conducted along the interface.
Moreover, the thermodynamic state of the membrane was found to determine
the relaxation time τ of the excited wave, as predicted by an Onsager-type ansatz.
As a consequence, the maximum in compressibility κT coincides with the maximum
in relaxation time, when plotted against the membrane pressure. The established
correlation between τ and κT is conserved under thermodynamic (Π, T ), excitation
(Ethanol, Chloroform) and molecular (lipids) variations.
To more closely mimic the membrane of a nerve cell, which is covered by a layer
of carbohydrates (glycocalyx), the influence of highly hydrated polyethylene glycol
(PEG) molecules, covalently bonded to the lipid headgroup, was probed. Compared
to experiments done on regular lipids, the polymer caused a slowing down of pulses.
Also, the pulse’s amplitude was highly damped. From a molecular point of view,
the influence can be correlated to the number of ethylene glycol monomers, which
determines the capacity to form hydrogen bonds to the surrounding water. The
longer the polymer, the more water has to be dragged along with a pulse in the lipid
membrane.
In order to investigate the monolayer wave with substances that are probably
capable of blocking an action potential, Gadolinium (Gd+3 ) is of particular interest
due to its property to nonspecifically block ion channels. This threefold charged ion

6

revealed a high affinity towards even slightly charged membranes, changing severely
the membrane structure and thereby its dynamic properties. In the range of physiological membrane pressures, the conduction of lateral density pulses was found to be
strongly impeded, what might suggest an entirely new mechanism for the blocking
effect of Gd+3 on nerve signals.
A central point of interest regarding a thermodynamic theory of nerve pulses is the
behavior of two signals upon collision. While in nerve cells it was observed that two
action potentials cancel each other upon collision, waves in lipid monolayers form
inference patterns. Employing the linear superposition principle, the interference
pattern can be calculated from the time delay in between two single pulses. This
principle was found to hold within all phase states of the membrane.
In conclusion, this thesis presents a variety of results on the properties of acoustic
monolayer waves, which provide a solid basis for a scientific debate on the contribution of the lipid layer to the nervous impulse.
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Chapter 2: Physics and chemistry of
lipid membranes
Lipids are integral parts of living organisms. Their ability of forming self-organized,
impermeable membranes compartmentalizes space and thus provides protected areas, where life can develop. Also the beforehand mentioned cell membrane of neurons, responsible for the transport of action potentials, consists mainly of proteins
and lipids. Since the latter are the central material under investigation in this thesis,
this chapter shall provide a short overview over the molecular structure of lipids and
describe the methodology used to investigate them. A more thorough description of
lipids can be found in [25, 26], whereas the thermodynamic perspective to this topic
is mostly provided in [27].

2.1. Chemical structure of lipids
Among the chemical family of lipids, phospholipids are the most prominent representatives. Especially neurons exhibit a high percentage of roughly 80% of phospholipids in their membranes [27]. These lipids are composed of a glycerol backbone,
where two fatty acids and one phosphoric acid are attached via ester bondings
(compare figure 2.1). The amphiphilic structure of the resulting molecule with a
hydrophobic tail (repelled from water) and a hydrophilic head (attracted to water), forces the lipid to orientate along water-air or water-oil interfaces. The driving
force for this lipid orientation is the entropically driven hydrophobic effect of water (expulsion of lipids from water), because the hydrophyobic tail cannot engage
hydrogen bonds with its surrounding water molecules. Thus, the lipid molecules
accumulate on the surface, reducing the surface tension of water according to the
Gibbs adsorption isotherm [28]:
−dγ X
(Γi ln (ai ))
=
(2.1)
RT
i
Here, γ represents the surface tension, Γ the surface excess of component i and
ai the activity of this component. R and T are the ideal gas constant and the
temperature respectively. The hydrophilic headgroup on the contrary can engage
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Figure 2.1.: Structure of lipids mainly used in this work. At neutral pH, DPPC remains neutrally charged with a resulting dipole moment, while DPPG is negatively charged. Since neuronal
membranes bare 10-20% negatively charged lipids [27], the mainly used lipid composition was
DPPC:DPPG (9:1)

hydrogen bonds i.e. via the phosphoric acid and moreover the ampholytic character
of this acid allows the lipid to change its net charge accoringly to the bulk pH. The
pK value of the whole lipid can also be altered by additional molecules attached to
the headgroup as choline in the case of 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine
(abbreviated DPPC, compare upper figure in 2.1) or the ionic background [29].

2.2. Self-aggregation and structure of lipid
membranes
The amphiphilic character of lipids and the accordingly low solubility in water favors
agglomerations in order to avoid contact of the hydrophobic tails with bulk water.
Depending on the geometry and concentration of the lipids, micells or vesicles are
formed to shield the hydrocarbon chains from water [30]. Also more complex structures as sponge or cubic phases can be formed at higher concentrations and are
thoroughly described in [27].
Vesicles are sphere like conglomerates, composed of lipid bilayers, in which the
hydrocarbon chains are pointing towards each other. In the simplest case, only
one bilayer comprises the membrane, resembling the situation of a cell wall, where
different types of lipids in one lamellar sheat are acting as a plattform for embedded
proteins. This model of a cell membrane is called the fluid mosaic model [31], which
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was later improved according to the idea of hydrophobic matching. This refinement
is referred to as the mattress model, where lipids and proteins with similar length
of hydrophobic sites optimize their free energy through the formation of clusters
within the membrane [32]. Furthermore, vesicles are composed of two lightly coupled
monolayers, which form when the vesicles are approaching a water-air interface or
the lipids are directly spread onto the water surface.
The arrangements of lipid structures and thus their macroscopic properties depend among others on the geometry of the lipids themselves [30]. While at lower
temperatures the lipids display predominantly all-trans configuration and the hydrocarbon chain is mostly oriented in a straight line, at higher temperatures also
the gauche+ and gauche− states are equally populated causing the lipids to access
a larger average area per molecule [27]. During the main transition of the lipid

Figure 2.2.: Schematic drawing of the main phase transition (first order) from the solid-ordered
to the liquid-disordered phase at the melting temperture T m . The hexagonal lipid structure of the
solid-ordered state (indicated by the yellow hexagon) is lost upon melting, causing an increase in
enthalpy H and entropy S (figure adapted from [27]).

membrane the above described order of the carbon chaines is altered cooperatively.
Lipid membranes therefore reveal at least two different phases (see figure 2.2)
• Solid-ordered phase (Lβ0 ) or often called gel phase. Hydrocarbon chains are
mostly oriented in the all-trans configuration, allowing the formation of a twodimensional triangular lattice. Therefore, the membrane is rather rigid and
unpermeable.
• Liquid-disordered phase (Lα0 ) or often called fluid phase. Lipid chains are
mainly arranged in the gauche+/− states. Thus, no two-dimensional lattice
order can be observed, which causes rather flexible and permeable lipid structures.
Further lipid phases are possible that involve e.g. bending of the membrane and are
described in [27]. The transition can be triggered by changes in all thermodynamic
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variables influencing the system as e.g. temperature T , lateral pressure π, area A
and ionic environment (surface charge density σ). Monolayers display a comparable
diversity of morphologies, which are explained more thoroughly in section 2.5.2

2.3. Thermodynamics of lipid structures
"A theory is the more impressive the greater the simplicity of its premises is,
the more different kinds of things it relates, and more extended is its areas of
applicability. Therefore, the deep impression, which classical thermodynamics
made upon me. It is the only physical theory of universal content concerning
which I am convinced that, within the framework of applicability of its concepts,
it will never be overthrown." Albert Einstein [33].

The macroscopic approach of thermodynamics is particularly designed to describe
the behavior of ensembles of many molecules, as lipid membranes are. Thus, the
different structures of lipid membranes and the transitions between them can also
be described from a thermodynamical point of view. This perspective has the advantage that one can obtain predictions for the system without providing a detailed
molecular-mechanical theory. This section will therefore give a short introduction
to the thermodynamics of lipid membranes. A more thorough description can be
found in [27].

2.3.1. Introduction to thermodynamics
For the description of lipid membranes, the three-dimensional thermodynamic variables pressure p and V need to be reduced to their two-dimensional pendants of
surface pressure π and area A. Applied to the principle of energy conservation,
yields the first law of thermodynamics in two dimensions:
1. law of thermodynamics: dE = dQ + dW = T dS − πdA (+ψdq)

(2.2)

The internal energy E (T, S , π, A) is here a function of entropy S , temperature T ,
surface pressure π and the membrane area A. The additional term identifies the
charging of the membrane with charges q, when a surface potential has to be considered. Each state of the system is determined by a set of thermodynamic variables.
The difference dE between two states relies only on the start and end point, not on
the particular path chosen in the phase space. In mathematical terms this can be
expressed by
I
dZ = 0
(2.3)
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A function Z obeying equation 2.3 is called a function of state. Typical examples
are the entropy S , the internal energy E, but also the Helmholtz free energy F, the
free enthalpy H and the Gibbs free energy G as written in [6, 27]:
Helmholtz free energy: dF = −S dT − πdA (+ψdq)

(2.4)

Free enthalpy: dH = T dS − Adπ (+ψdq)

(2.5)

Gibbs free energy: dG = −S dT − Adπ (+ψdq)

(2.6)

Experimental access is gained through the susceptibilites of the measured system,
which can be written as derivatives of the thermodynamic potentials with respect
to intrinsic and extrinsic variables. In this thesis, the isothermal compressibility
κT is mainly used, but also the isobaric heat capacity c p and the isobaric thermal
expansion coefficient απ are applied:
!
!
1
1 ∂A
1 ∂2G
Isothermal compressibility: κT =
=−
(2.7)
=−
ET
A ∂π2 T
A ∂π T
!
!
!
∂Q
∂H
∂S
Isobaric heat capacity: c p =
=
=T
∂T
∂T p
∂T P
!
1 ∂A
Isobaric thermal expansion coefficient: απ =
A ∂T π

(2.8)

(2.9)

ET in equation 2.7 represents the elasticity; the inverse of the compressibility. In
equation 2.8, the three-dimensional pressure is applied. For acoustic phenomena,
the adiabatic compressiblity κS is important, which can be expressed through κT , c p
and the isobaric thermal expansion coefficient απ [6]
!
1 ∂A
TA
κS = −
= κT −
απ
(2.10)
A ∂π S
cp
A peculiarity of the first order phase transition is the latent heat released or consumed while the system is changing its state. This becomes obvious in the example
of a heated mixture of water and ice, where a constant temperature is observed until
all ice is molten. The energy invested to change the state from ice to water without
increasing the temperature, gives an addtional contribution to the heat capacity
at the phase transition temperature. In an ideal system, this contribution yields a
delta function. This so-called excess heat capacity ∆cπ can be seperated from the
regular heat capacity of the system, which originates from intramolecular degrees of
freedom [27]
!
!
∂H0
∂ (∆H)
cπ = cπ,0 + ∆cπ =
+
(2.11)
∂T π
∂T π
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The excess heat capacity is the dominating contribution during the phase transition,
so that without the loss of generallity it can be stated cπ ≈ ∆cπ . In the same
manner, the excess compressibility ∆κT , the excess thermal expansion coefficient
∆απ and the excess electrical capacity ∆CT can be defined. For lipid membranes it
can furthermore be shown that these excess susceptibilities are coupled and directly
proportional [34]:
∆cπ ∝ ∆κT ∝ ∆απ ∝ ∆CT
(2.12)
This coupling indicates that whenever one property is changing during the phase
transition, the others do as well.

2.3.2. Fluctuation-susceptibility relation
The second law of thermodynamics in addition, is the consequence of the entropy
being a function of state:
I
I
dQ
2. law of thermodynamics:
dS =
=0
(2.13)
T
Equation 2.13 indicates that reversible processes are isotropic and no net heat is
released. This interpretation of the second law of thermodynamics allows the Taylor
expansion of the entropy potential in proximity of the thermodynamic equilibrium:
I
X ∂S !
X 1 ∂2 S ! 

(δni ) +
S =
dS ≈ S 0 +
δni δn j
(2.14)
∂ni
2 ∂ni ∂n j
i
i, j
Furthermore, the entropy can also be interpreted statistically, as the probability P
of a microstate to occur [27]:
Boltzmann’s principle: S = −kB ln P

(2.15)

Einstein’s approach of reversing equation 2.15 allows to start from the macroscopic
(phenomenological) behavior instead of starting from an, in most cases incomplete,
microscopic or molecular model [35–38]. Additonally combined with the Taylor
expanded entropy potential, yields (for simplicity in just one variable):
" 
#
"
#
" #
S
1
β 2
β 2
≈ exp
S 0 − x = C0 exp −
x
(2.16)
P (x) = exp
kB
kB
2
2kB
∂2 S
∂2 S
;
≥0
(2.17)
∂n2
∂n2
Assumption of proximity to the thermodynamic equilibrium allows to omit the first
derivative in equation 2.14. Moreover, equation 2.16 is of the same structure as a
β=−
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Gaussian probability distribution, in which the standard deviation represents the
thermodynamic fluctuations in x:
!−1
D E
∂2 S
2
x = kB − 2
∂x

(2.18)

Here, the second derivative of the entropy potential with respect to a certain thermodynamic variable is connected to the fluctuations in this variable and thus to a
measurable property. This approach has been applied to conductivity fluctuations
[39, 40] and relaxation phenomena [41] in lipid bilayers as well as to lipid monolayers
more recently [34].
Applied to the isothermal compression of a lipid monolayer (here: dE = 0), the first
law of thermodynamics (equation 2.2) yields:
dE = T dS − πdA = 0 ⇒

∂S
∂A

=
T

Π
⇒
T

∂2 S
∂A2

=
T

1 ∂Π
T ∂A

(2.19)

Equation 2.19 can be rewritten using the definition of the isothermal compressibility
κT (equation 2.7):
!−1
1 ∂A
1 ∂2 S
T 2
= −κT
(2.20)
=
A ∂A
A ∂Π
By combining 2.18 and 2.20, one arrives at:
h(δA) i = kB
2

∂2 S
− 2
∂A

!−1
= kB · T · A · κT

(2.21)

In other words, area fluctuations are directly correlated to the isothermal compressiblity of a lipid monolayer κT .

2.4. Electrostatics of charged interfaces
A solid law of electrostatics is that charges of the same kind are repelling each other
while opposite charges exerting mutual attractive forces. As any charged object, a
membrane immersed in an electrolyte attracts a cloud of oppositely charged counterions, for which the distribution is a result of the competition between electrostatic
interaction and thermal movement [42, 43]. The resulting diffuse layer or GouyChapman layer of ions shields the electric field produced from the surface charges,
influencing the membrane properties as well as its interaction with the environment
[42]. For phospholipids, the surface charge normally originates from protons, dissociating from the polar head group according to the bulk water pH or arises from
ions (e.g. Ca2+ ) binding to the membrane [42].
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Figure 2.3.: Left: Ion distribution in proximity to a negatively charged surface, located at z = 0.
Concentration of positively charged ions is strongly augmented at the interface, which is screening
the electric potential of the charges fixed on the surface. This depicts the situation described
by Poisson-Boltzmann equation 2.22. Right: Schematic drawing of the ion distribution in an
electrolyte solution.

The distribution of ions near the surface is described by the Poisson Boltzmann
equation (derived in section A.1):
"
!
 !#

−ez+ ψ ~r
−ez− ψ ~r
4πe
∇ ψ ~r = −
z+ n+ exp
+ z− n− exp
W
kT
kT
2

(2.22)

Here, W is the dielectric constant of water and kB the Boltzmann constant. The
elementary charge is represented by e, while z+/− and n+/− symbolize the valency and
the bulk concentration of dissolved ions, respectively. For small surface potentials
(ψ ≤ 25 mV), equation 2.22 can be linearized and analytically solved, yielding the
screening constant for a symmetric, monovalent electrolyte (NaCl case) [42, 44, 45]:
8πe2 n0
λD =
W kB T

!−1/2
∝ n−1/2
0

(2.23)

λD is called the Debye-Hückel screening length and as can be seen in equation 2.23,
a increasing salt concentration "compresses" the diffuse layer or accumulates the
counter ions closer at the surface [44]. For a symmetric, monovalent electrolyte of
100 µmol concentration at room temperature the screening length is about 300 Å
[44].
This situation becomes mathematically more challenging, when instead of a monovalent ion solution an electrolyte is considered, which is consisting of several salts
of different valency. Here, every ion type contributes to the Poisson Boltzmann
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equation with its ionic strength I, which is a product of the ion’s valency zi and
concentration ni . For the ionic strength of the entire electrolyte, one can thus write:
n

1X 2
ci z
I=
2 i=1 i

(2.24)

Furthermore it has been shown that in multivalent solutions, the highest valencies
are attracted the most by the membrane, according to Coulomb’s law. As a consequence, these highly valent ions populate the layer closest to the membrane, which
is called a Stern-layer, screening the membrane potential and suppressing the interaction of the other ions in solution with the membrane. The interaction is described
to be so intense that in the case of two- or threefoldly charged ions, a binding constant to the membrane can be definded [42]. This behavior has been simulated for
solutions of Ca2+ , K+ and Na+ ions in the vicinity of an anionic lipid bilayer [46].
But also the internal membrane properties are altered as a consequence of the sur-

Figure 2.4.: Dependence of free energy on temperature for neutral and charged lipid membranes at
the transition from the solid-ordered (g) to the liquid-disordered (f) state. Phase transitions occur
at intersections, since the energetically lower and thereby more stable state is always occupied.
Addition of surface charges adds an unsymmetric contribution to the free energies of the ordered
and disordered state, thus shifting the transition temperature to lower values (figure adapted from
[44]).

face charge density and the screening of the resulting surface potential due to the
ionic environment. Among others, the elastic properties [42], but also the phase
transition of the lipids are affected [44, 45]. For the latter case, the shift in the conditions required to induce a phase transition, according to screened surface charges,
can be derived by assuming that the molar free energies of the two thermodynamic
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states are composed of additive non-electrostatic and electrostatic terms [44]. For
the phase transition temperture of a charged lipid membranes it can thus be found
[44, 45]:
∆Gel
T t = T t∗ +
= T t∗ + ∆T t
(2.25)
∗
∆S
This equation is graphically demonstrated in 2.4. Here it can be seen, that additional surface charges are shifting the phase transition towards higher temperatures,
because of the additional contribution to the free energy. When immersed in an ionic
background, as described above, the surface potential is screened, consequently diminishing the effect of the surface charges. Thus, at high ion concentrations and
low surface potentials, the membrane behaves as its uncharged pendant.

2.5. Investigations of monolayers with the film
balance technique
The ability of surface active materials to lower the surface tension of the bulk phase,
in which it is dissolved, was described by Gibbs in 1878. Irving Langmuir further
employed this principle in the construction of a film balance, which enables the determination of the surface tension σ of a fluid interface and moreover the changes ∆σ
occuring through the adsorption of surface active films [47]. The Langmuir trough
is the central tool used in this thesis and therefore the basics of this measurement
technique will here be introduced [28].

2.5.1. Working principle of the Langmuir film balance
The surface film balance or Langmuir trough consists of a shallow trough manufactured from hydrophobic material to prevent water spilling (here: PTFE1 ) and a force
sensor used for the surface tension measurement. The trough is slightly overfilled
with ultrapure water (18 MΩ
) or a defined salt solution and equipped with a barrier,
cm
lying across the trough, dividing the surface and is used to restrict the area of a
monolayer spread on the interface. A schematic drawing of the film balance applied
in this thesis is presented in figure 2.5. Lipids are delivered to the clean surface by
a measured volume V of chloroform solution of known concentration c. This allows
to calculate the average area per lipid Ā by deviding the absolute area A, defined by
the position of the barrier, divided by the number of lipids applied to the surface:
Ā =
1

A·M
NA · c · V

Polytetrafluoroethylene
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The surface tension σ is determined by the vertical pull on a wetted Wilhelmy plate
hanging through the surface. The use of filter paper as probe enables perfect wetting
and allows to neglect buoyancy effects. Thus, the measured force F simply scales
by the length l of the perimeter of the wetted plate:
σ=

F
l

(2.27)

The surface tension of the air-water interface at room temperature is about σ0 =
72 mN/m [28], which decreases during the compression of the monlayer accordingly
to the respective rise in lipid surface density. The surface pressure π of the monolayer
is thus defined as
π = σ0 − σ
(2.28)

Figure 2.5.: Drawing of the film balance arrangement. Lipids are spread from a chlorofrom
solution onto the clean water surface. The mobile barrier is used to confine the accessible area,
defining an average area per lipid. Through compression or expansion, π-A-isotherms of the lipids
under investigation can be obtained. The Wilhelmy plate allows the extraction of the membrane
pressure π by measuring the reduction of the pure water surface tension σ0 . Teflon is used as
trough and barrier material according to its dirt-repelling properties and its inertness, minimizing
possible contaminations (bottom figure adapted from [6]).

As the overall amount of lipids used for one monolayer is tiny (≈ 5·1016 ≈ 80 nmol),
even smallest amounts of impurities can drastically alter the result of an experiment. This is another reason, why PTFE is used as trough material. The film balance employed in this thesis (NIMA, type 611D, Coventry, England ) was equipped
with surface tension sensors (NIMA, type PS4, Coventry, England ), a temperature
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probe (NIMA, type temperature sensor, Coventry, England ) and a dipper mechanism (NIMA, type D1L, Coventry, England ), normally used for Langmuir Blodgett
transitions to create solid supported lipid membranes [48]. The different arrangements for each experiment are described in detail in the respective chapters.
The temperture during one experiment is kept constant using a heat bath connected to the film balance, allowing to measure a π-A-isotherm during a compressionexpansion cycle. The barrier is moved at slowest possible speed to allow thermodynamic equillibration. This value depends on the physical and geometric properties
of the used film balance. All isotherms presented in this thesis are compressed
Å
with roughly 2, 5 min
. Characteristics of the resulting phospholipid isotherms are
the emphasis of section 2.5.2.

2.5.2. Polymorphism of phospholipid monolayers
In contrast to the compression of a harmonic spring, a lipid monolayer reacts highly
non-linear when compressed. This non-linear behavior results from the polymorphism of the compressed lipids, which are able to display multiple phases and phase
transitions [49]. A schematic example of a π-A-isotherm is given in figure 2.6.

Figure 2.6.: Schematic drawing of a π-A-isotherm depicting the polymorphism of a phospholipid
monolayer. Lipid phases are color-coded, which is maintained within the inset of the figure. Here,
the molecular characteristics are visualized for each individual phases, indicating an increase in
order upon increasing lateral pressure.
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• Gaseous phase: (orange part in figure 2.6) This phase occurs at very low lipid
density and membrane pressures. According to the large areas per molecule,
the lipids are widely seperated and interaction forces can be neglected. Thus,
the lipids act as a two-dimensional ideal gas: πA = NkT . Normally, this phase
is not resolved, because of building vibrations or other experimental flaws.
• Fluid-expanded phase: (yellow part in figure 2.6) This phase is entered
after a first order phase transition from the gaseous phase. The lipids form a
complete monolayer and interact with each other, which increases the membrane tension. The hydrophobic tails remain mostly in the gauche-conformation
or disordered state. In contrast to the gaseous phase a increased viscosity can
be observed. This phase is the counterpart to the bilayers Lα phase from
section 2.2.
• Phase transition: (green part in figure 2.6) At the main transition, the density and symmetry of the lateral molecular packing will change simultaneously
and cooperatively [49]. As indicated in figure 2.6, a finite slope in the transition region remains, what is in contrast to three-dimensional systems. This
was first attributed to impurities in the membrane, but couldn’t be improved
beyond a certain degree. The finite slope thus appears to be a result of the
limited size of the cooperatively transforming units [49] and seems to be an
intrinsic property of the monolayer.
• Fluid-condensed phase: (blue part in figure 2.6) The hydrocarbon chains
of the lipids are mostly compressed to the trans-conformation, increasing the
lattice order and enabling the formation of the hexagonal structure (compare
figure 2.2). All lipids remain slightly tilted with respect normal vector of the
membrane. In this phase, the viscosity is highly increased as is the resistance
towards compression. This phase is the counterpart to the bilayers Lβ phase
from section 2.2.
• Crystalline phase: (purple part in figure 2.6) After a phase transition of
second order, the hexagonal structure is completely developed, resulting in a
steep increase of the isotherm. The hydrocarbon chains are all in the transconformation without any tilt. The accordingly low compressibility and highly
ordered structure are the reasons why this phase is often referred to as the solid
phase.
• Monolayer collapse: (not shown in figure 2.6) When compressed beyond
a certain membrane pressure, parts of the monolayer are forced out of the
surface into the aqueous subphase and consequently forms three-dimensional
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structures as multilayers or vesicles. This pressure depends on the lipid type,
but also on the subphase composition.
The behavior, indicated by the exemplary isotherm in figure 2.6, does depend
strongly on the temperature of the system, as can be seen in the temperature
scan of DPPC monolayer presented in figure 2.7. While for the isotherm at 3◦ C
the fluid-expanded phase cannot be observed, the fluid condensed phase vanishes
for temperatures beyond the critical point in the phase diagram (indicated with
the isotherm at 42◦ C). This behavior can be explained accordingly to the threedimensional case of phase diagrams. The coexistence region can only be observed
in a certain range of temperatures, while the shift of the phase transition point can
be described by the Clausius-Clapeyron equation, here for the two dimensional case
[25, 34, 49]:
dπ M ∆S
=
(2.29)
T
∆A
∆S represents the entropy difference between the fluid-expanded and fluid-condensed
phase, while ∆A corresponds to the change in area per lipid, when compressed
through the phase transition. Analyzing this behavior thoroughly, one finds a linear
correlation between phase transion pressure and system temperature [34]. But also
other thermodynamic variables, as the surface charge density σ have impact on the
phase transition behavior of phospholipids, what will be the emphasis of the next
chapter.

Figure 2.7.: Left: Set of DPPC monolayer isotherms at different temperature (3◦ C, 13◦ C, 15◦ C,
20◦ C, 24◦ C, 28◦ C, 42◦ C). The phase transition plateau is shifting towards higher pressures, while
the temperature is increased. For 3◦ C and 42◦ C, the pure fluid-condensed phase and fluid-expanded
phase respectively can be observed Right: Compressibility profiles calculated from isotherms
displayed in the left part of this figure (20◦ C, 24◦ C, 28◦ C) by means of equation 2.7. Maximum in
compressibility corresponds to the plateau region in the isotherm, thus indicating the monolayer
phase transition (figures replotted from [6]).
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2.5.3. Fluorescence measurements of monolayers
The transition between lipid phases can be studied more thoroughly with the incorporation of fluorescent dye molecules into the lipid membrane and the consecutive measurement of the dye distribution. Contrast in the images can be obtained
through the utilization of different dye solubilities, fluorescence quantum yields or
molecular densities of coexisting phases. Figure 2.8 represents a picture of a fluorescently labeled DPPC monolayer, where the dye distribution is governed by the
solubility within the different phases. Since the dye has a tendency to dissolve
within the fluid expanded phase, the dark spots observed in figure 2.8 are referred
to as the fluid-condensed phase. The observation of a coexistence region in the lipid
monolayer implies the first order of the phase transition. Upon compression of the
monolayer, a certain number of domains are formed at a distinct pressure πc . Further
compression leaves the number of domains unaltered, but increases the total area
covered by the fluid-condensed phase. For the domain shapes it has been found that
the interplay between the dipolar repulsion of lipids and the line tension of domains
is decisive [50]. Thus, the shape can be altered by screening the dipoles with salts
added to the water or cholesterol, changing the line tension [51]. Since lipids are
chiral molecules, the hand of rotation of the domains is affected by the chirality of
the lipids. Mixtures of both left and right handed lipids don’t show macroscopically
chiral domains.

Figure 2.8.: DPPC monolayer fluorescently labeled with NBD-HC (0,5 mol%) at 24◦ C. Contrast
is obtained by differing dye solubilities in the liquid expanded and condensed phase. In the plateau
region of the isotherm, chiral domains can be observed, indicating a coexistence region and thereby
the first order of the phase transition (picture provided by Shamit Shrivastava)
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Distortion of a planar water surface normally results in a transversal wave motion.
According to the wave length λ, different forces dominate the behavior of the wave.
Long wave lengths (λ ≥ 2 cm) cause gravitational waves, where the weight of the
deflected water forces the surface back to its equilibrium position, while for short
λ ≤ 2 cm, the surface tension is the main contribution [52]. The presence of a surface
active film tends to lower the surface tension and thus decreases its influence on the
wave. Moreover, additional compression and expansion of the film due to the wave
motion results in a localized decrease and increase of surface tension [28]. This
gradient of interfacial forces induces flow within the subjacent bulk water layer,
which is calming the surface according to the augmented viscous forces exerted on
the surface. The resulting energy dissipation additionally attenuates the capillary
water wave [53].
In this thesis, the aqueous interfaces are covered by a monomolecular film of lipids,
so that capillary water waves are strongly impeded. From another point of view,
the measureable viscous [54, 55] and elastic [49, 56] properties of the film itself,
implies the understanding of the lipid monolayer as a visco-elastic fluid, floating on
water. The elastic properties can be directly observed by compression and expansion isotherms of lipid monolayers (see chapter 2.5.2). As for its three-dimensional
pendant, the membrane’s elasticity implies the capability of conducting an acoustic,
longitudinal wave mode. These acoustic, interfacial waves were investigated theoretically and experimentally. There, different excitation methods were employed as
e.g. an ultra-thin platinum wire [57, 58], an oscillating Teflon barrier [19, 20, 59] or
light-triggered conformational changes of polymers [60]. In all cases, a local change
in average area per molecule provokes a pulse, spreading over the surface as a measureable surface density pulse. This chapter will give an introduction to theory and
experiments done on longitudinal lipid monolayer waves and mainly focus on the
solvent excitation described in [23, 24], which is further applied in this thesis. It is
summarized in [6], which also is used as foundation for this chapter.
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3.1. Theory of Monolayer Waves
Acoustic waves are a type of longitudinal waves that propagate by means of adiabatic
compression or expansion of the conducting media. Thus, the elastic properties of
this medium intrinsically control the properties of the wave, like its velocity. In this
section, a theory for two-dimensional, acoustic monolayer waves is developed, which
is based on the hydrodynamic theory of sound of a three-dimensional compressible
fluid [61]

3.1.1. Theory of acoustic waves in lipid monolayers
Density oscillations of small amplitude in an infinitely thin layer of a compressible
fluid are considered two-dimensional, acoustic waves. Variations in the monolayer
area density ρ(x, y, t) and membrane pressure π(x, y, t) due to the passage of a wave
are written in the form:
π = π0 + π0

ρ = ρ0 + ρ0

(3.1)

π0 and ρ0 are the equilibrium density and pressure of the monolayer, while π0 and
ρ0 are the respective variations resulting from the wave. The velocity of single
particles in the membrane is ~v(x, y, t) = v x (x, y, t), vy (x, y, t), so that the continuity
equation reads:

∂ρ
+ div ρ~v = 0
(3.2)
∂t
In fluid dynamics, Newton’s second law of motion is written in its differential form,
yielding the Euler equation:

∂~v
1
+ ~v∇ ~v = − ∇π
∂t
ρ

(3.3)

Without loss of generality, it is sufficient to consider simply one direction of propagation (along the x-axis), so that in the following only functions like π(x, t), ρ(x, t)
and ~v = (vmx (x, t), 0) need to be considered. The index m specifies the movement of
the monolayer molecules. The small amplitude of the membrane waves additionally
allows to omit terms of second order (~v∇~v, ~vρ0 , etc.), transforming equation 3.2 and
3.3 into:
∂vmx
∂ρ0
= −ρ0
∂t
∂x
∂vmx
∂π0
=−
Euler equation: ρ0
∂t
∂x

Continuity equation:

(3.4)
(3.5)

Equations 3.4 and 3.5 can be applied to the propagation of acoustic waves under
the assumption that the particle velocity is small against the wave velocity ~v  c
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and implies thereby that oscillations in density are small as well (ρ0  ρ0 ). Due
to the adiabatic nature (index S ) we further can find a direct correlation between
 −1
0
small changes in membrane pressure and the density oscillations ρ0 = ∂π
π0 .
∂ρ0 S
 −1
0
Moreover it is assumed, that the correlation factor ∂π
is amplitude and frequency
∂ρ0 S
m
independent. Combined with ρ0 = A0 , the correlation factor can be rewritten with
its average area A0 dependency:
 1
!−1
!
 ∂ A0 
∂π0
m ∂A0


= m 
 =− 2
∂ρ0 S
∂π0 S
A0 ∂π0 S
(3.6)
!
m ∂A0
0
0
0
⇔ρ =− 2
π = ρ0 κS π
A0 ∂π0 S
 
0
The definition of the adiabatic compressibility κS = − A10 ∂A
was used in equation
∂π0 S
3.6. Furthermore, equation 3.5 can now be transformed with the result of equation
3.6. Subsequent differentiation with respect to x, yields:
∂π0
1 ∂vmx
=−
∂t
κS ∂x
∂
0
1 ∂2 vmx
∂π
∂x
=−
=⇒
∂t∂x
κS ∂x2

(3.7)

Agitation of the lipid monolayer causes additional movement of the subjacent water
phase, which induces shear flow opposing the motion of the monolayer. This can be
explained by the similar picture of two plates moving relative to each other (here the
monolayer and bottom of the trough), separated by a viscous medium (here water).
The resulting shear flow induced within the medium can be determined through
Newton’s law of viscosity τ = η dv , where τ is the shear stress and d the distance
between the upper and lower plate. The dynamic viscosity η is an intrinsic property
of the connecting medium, defining the resistance against shear stress. The coupling
of the monolayer to the subjacent water phase is introduced to the Euler equation
3.5 through an additional tension term ξvmx , with the coupling constant ξ.
∂π0
∂vmx
=−
− ξvmx
∂t
∂x
(3.8)
∂vmx
∂π0
∂2 vmx
=⇒
= −ρ0 2 − ξ
∂t∂x
∂t
∂t
Combining equation 3.7 and 3.8 yields the wave equation for a viscously coupled
monolayer:
s
ρ0

2
∂2 vmx
1 ∂vmx
2 ∂ vmx
+
ξ
−
c
= 0 with c0 =
0
∂t2
ρ0 ∂t
∂x2

1
ρ0 κS

(3.9)

Here, c0 is the velocity of a purely acoustic wave. For ξ = 0, equation 3.9 simplifies
to an undamped differential wave equation which can be solved by the approach
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vmx = Aei(ωt−kx) . This ansatz can also be applied to the damped case, yielding the
dispersion relation, which connects the wave vector k and frequency ω:
1
+ c20 k2 = 0
ρ0
!
ω2
1 iξ
2
=⇒ k = 2 1 −
ρ0 ω
c0

− ω2 + iωξ

(3.10)

The complex part of the wave vector k displays the attenuation of the wave due to
the viscous coupling to the water phase and again, ξ = 0 represents the undamped
2
case, where the dispersion relation yields c20 = ωk2 . In order to evaluate equation 3.10
completely, the constant ξ needs to be determined.
The considered acoustic wave motion changes the local lipid density and thereby
creates patches of decreased and increased surface tension. The emerging, equilibrating Marangoni flow firstly opposes the wave motion, dissipating its energy, and
secondly evokes movement of subjacent water layers. This movement of the water
sub phase shall be accounted here as the main contribution to ξ and is in general
described by the Navier-Stokes-equation:
!

∂~v
ρw
+ ~v∇ ~v = −∇p + ηw ∇2~v
(3.11)
∂t
Here, ρw and ηw describes the density and the viscosity of water, respectively. As in
the Euler equation above (3.5), we further neglect terms of second order (~v∇~v) and
only consider one direction of motion (x-axis). For small amplitudes of the wave, it
is additionally sufficient to depict the incompressible case (∇p = 0). Thus we obtain
for the velocity vwx of the subjacent water layers:
∂vwx ηw ∂2 vwx
=
∂t
ρw ∂z2

(3.12)

At the monolayer-water interface, the velocities must match due to the no-slip
boundary condition vmx = vwx . This implies the ansatz vwx = Aei(ωt−kx) emz as solution
for equation 3.12, yielding:
s
r
r
r
z≤0⇒m≥0
iωρw
ωρw
ωρw
ωρw
ηw 2
i π4
iω = m
=⇒ m =
=e
=
+i
(3.13)
ρw
ηw
ηw
2ηw
2ηw
The resulting solution m for the motion of the water is a complex number, where the
1
real part determines the viscous penetration depth δ = <(m)
, while the imaginary
part describes the oscillatory movement of the water molecules. Thus, the water
undergoes viscously coupled movement with respect to the oscillations of the monolayer, whose amplitude decays exponentially with the penetration depth. According
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to the no-slip condition, the viscous forces at the film-water interface must be equal
so that we can determine the beforehand introduced force term ξvmx with help of
equation 3.13:
"
#
∂vmx
π √
ξvmx = ηw
= ηw mvmx ⇒ ξ = ηw m = ei 4 ωρw ηw
(3.14)
∂y z0
Thus, the dispersion relation 3.10 can be reformulated for an acoustic monolayer
wave, which is viscously coupled to the subjacent water layers.
r
!
ω2
1 i 3π4 ρw ηw
2
k = 2 1− e
(3.15)
ρ0
ω
c0

3.1.2. Discussion of the dispersion relation
The real part of the wave vector k can be used to calculate the propagation velocity
ω
c = <(k)
of the wave as well as the damping constant from the imaginary part
β = −=(k). Therefore, equation 3.15 needs to be solved explicitly:
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The results of equation 3.16 can be evaluated by plotting the frequency course of both
parts of the complex wave vector <(k) and =(k) (see figure 3.1). For the calculation,
the velocity for the purely acoustic wave was assumed to be c0 ≈ 100 ms [62], the area
kg
kg
density of the monolayer ρ0 ≈ 2 · 10−6 m
2 , the bulk density of water ρw ≈ 1000 m3 and
the dynamic viscosity of water ηw ≈ 1 · 10−3 Pas. For better comparability, also the
2π
relative attenuation per wave length (1 − e=(k) <(k) ) is calculated. The wave velocity
is increasing almost linearly over a wide frequency range to approximate the pure
acoustic wave velocity for frequencies ≥ 1012 1s . Additionally the relative damping
per wave length decreases to almost 10% in the high frequency limit. The velocity
range of waves excited within this thesis is indicated by the green area in figure 3.1.
Within the expected frequency range, the relative damping is rather high (≈ 90%),
so that the amplitude of the wave should be highly attenuated over one wave length
(≈ 1 m). The Fourier transform of the found wave phenomena displayed a frequency
spectra around 0.1 Hz − 1 Hz. Thus, a low frequency approximation of equation 3.10
will be further discussed.
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Figure 3.1.: Frequency course of the velocity (right) and damping (left) of the viscously coupled,
acoustic wave as calculated from the dispersion relation displayed in equation 3.16. Values used
kg
kg
−3
for calculation are c0 ≈ 100 ms , ρ0 ≈ 2 · 10−6 m
Pas. Green areas
2 , ρw ≈ 1000 m3 and ηw ≈ 1 · 10
indicate the frequency range of the investigated wave phenomenon.

3.1.3. Low frequency approximation
The experimental finding of low frequency membrane waves enforces the discussion
kg
of a low frequency approximation of equation 3.15. Here we assume that ρwωηw ≈ 1 m
2
kg
and ρ0 ≈ 2 · 10−6 m
and
can
thus
neglect
the
first
summand
in
equation
3.15:
2
k2 = −

p
1 1 i 3π4 p
π
3 = ei 4 κ
ρ
η
ω
ρw ηw ω3
e
S
w
w
c20 ρ0

(3.17)


− 1
The definition of the adiabatic compressibility κS = c20 ρ0 2 is used to simplify.
Separating the real and imaginary part of the simplified complex wave number
(equation 3.17) yields:
s r
ω
1
1
ω
 
c=
=
< (k) cos π
κS ρw ηw
(3.18)
8
π q p
β = −= (k) = sin
κS ρw ηw ω3
8
This represents also the results obtained in [19, 22, 59, 63], where longitudinal capillary waves along an aqueous interface of a lipid monolayer are described. There, the
2
mass of the lipids is neglected, allowing to omit the inertia term ∂ ∂tv2mx in equation 3.9.
The resulting equation is introduced in [19] as boundary condition at the air-water
interface.
The results displayed in equation 3.18 are further evaluated and discussed within
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this thesis. While the correlation of the wave velocity c with the isothermal compressibility κT of the monolayer will be described in the following section 3.4 and
can also be found in [6, 23], the wave attenuation factor β will be further discussed
in section 8.

3.2. Experimental Arrangements
For the excitation of monolayer waves, a variety of substances can be applied to
the air-water interface that are able to provoke a pressure pulse propagating in the
lipid membrane. In this section, the experimental setup is introduced, which is
employed in [6, 23, 24] and moreover in this thesis to investigate the lipid monolayer
waves theoretically described in section 3.1. The excitation mechanism itself is more
thoroughly illustrated in section 4.
In order to enable the proper excitation of lipid monolayer waves, a regular film
balance (NIMA, type 611D, Coventry, England ), introduced in section 2.5.1, is used
and additionally equipped. A sketch of the setup and procedure is presented in
figure 3.2. The substances investigated are applied to the lipid monolayer via a

Figure 3.2.: Setup and process for excitation measurements is illustrated. A regular film balance
is equipped with an additional pressure sensor to allow the measurement of wave velocities. Exact recording of the pulse’s shape is arranged by a high sensor read out (10000 samples/second,
0,01 mN/m resolution). The additional barrier suppresses secondary water waves and creates an
exact wave path.

dipper/needle arrangement, which enables best reproducibility of approaching speed
and contact angle. The needle itself is connected via a Teflon hose to a micro syringe,
minimizing the possibility of interface contamination and improving the accuracy
of the amount of substances applied for a singular excitation. An additional Teflon
barrier is placed inside the water to divide the trough into an excitation and detection
compartment. This represses secondary water waves, stimulated on the excitation
site and interfering with the measurement, but in particular defines an accurate wave
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path. At the entrance of the detection site, according to the Huygens principle, the
arbitrary wave motion is transformed into a point wave. Thus, reproducible wave
fronts are established, which are subsequently investigated by means of the Wilhelmy
plate method (compare section 2.5.1). This technique allows the direct observation
of changes in lateral lipid density in the monolayer. A rapid sensor read out (10000
samples/second, 0,01 mN/m resolution) assures the high time resolution needed to
elucidate the exact shape of the pulses observed. Due to a second sensor, placed
within the channel in a known distance to the first, the propagation dynamics of the
pulses can be examined by extracting its arrival times. In order to apply an objective
criterion as condition for an arriving wave front, the derivative of the pressure course
π0 was chosen to exceed a value of π0 = 0, 04 mN
. The run time ∆t = t1 − t2 is then
ms
directly translated into the velocity of the wave. The compression barrier in the
back part of the trough is used to set the equilibrium membrane pressure π0 , tuning
the membranes phase state. Thereby, the propagation properties of excited pressure
pulses can be investigated in dependence of the membrane phase state. Studies
done on the excitability of lipid membranes by solvents and acids are described in
the next section.

3.3. Solvent Excitation of Lipid Monolayer Waves
In order to be able to study a wide variety of substances able to excite a membrane
pressure pulse, a defined amount of the pure substance or solution was applied. It
was revealed that not only the absolute amplitude, but also the shape of the pressure pulse depends strongly on the properties of the substances used for excitation.
Alcohols like methanol and ethanol [23], but also carbonic acids as acetic acid [24]
are able to penetrate the lipid core of the membrane and thus provoke a pressure
pulse. Due to the additional good solubility within the water sub phase, these solvent molecules can exit the lipid membrane quickly, resulting in a fast excitation
and relaxation of the pressure pulse [6] (compare 3.3 left). Solvents as chloroform
and pentane, which are more hydrophobic and less soluble in water maintain for
longer times within the membrane, before evaporation. Thus, the time course of
the excitation is extended compared to alcohols and the relaxation times are highly
increased [6, 23] (compare 3.3 left).
Also the amplitude of the excited wave can be investigated more thoroughly. In
the right part of figure 3.3 the maximum amplitudes are displayed with respect to
the basic pressure of the membrane. Two general trends can be observed:
• Pronounced minima of pulse amplitudes at the maximum compressibility
• Decreasing amplitude at higher pressures
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Figure 3.3.: Left: Shapes of excited pressure pulses due to different solvents. While ethanol
and methanol exhibit sharp excitation forms, because they rapidly solve in the sub phase after
excitation, pentane and chloroform remain for several ten seconds in the monolayer, due to their
long evaporation time and bad solubility in the sub phase. Multiple reflection waves can be
recognized for methanol and ethanol excitation, which indicate the fast excitation behavior of the
alcohols. Right: Peak heights of excitation pulses for different solvents of ethanol, methanol,
pentane and chloroform. For all solvent types a minimum in the phase transition regime around
10 mN/m (DPPC 24◦ C) is shown, which is explained by a maximum in compressibility at these
pressures. Also for all solvents, the excitability at high pressures decreases as a result of the lower
solubility at these pressures. (Figures copied from [6])

Since the excitation of the monolayer resembles a compression by area reduction,
the minima in amplitude at the transition region can be explained by employing the
equation for the isothermal compressibility (equation 2.7). Considering a constant,
relative area reduction ∆A
through the incorporation of solvent molecules, this yields:
A

∆π = −

1 ∆A
κT A

(3.19)

Application of the isothermal, instead of the adiabatic compressibility, can be justified by the assumption that for both susceptibilities maximum values are obtained at
the plateau region of the isotherm. The minima in wave amplitude upon a constant
amount of excitation solvent are thus a consequence of the maximum in compressibility. Furthermore, the overall decrease in amplitude at higher membrane pressures
can be explained by the decreased solubility of solvent molecules within the membrane. This affects the distribution of the solvent molecules, which are more likely
at higher membrane pressures to enter the aqueous sub phase. In the next section
it will be shown that also the velocity of the pulses correlates to the compressibility
of the membrane.
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3.4. Velocity Profile of Lipid Monolayer Waves
The experimental arrangement with two pressure sensors, laterally displaced by
∆x = 14, 5 cm, allows the measurement of the wave’s velocity profile by determination of the delay time of the signal between the two sensors c = ∆x
. In the left part
∆t
of figure 3.4 the procedure to extract the pulse’s arrival times is depicted. In order
to neglect baseline shifts, the derivative of the pressure-time course was calculated
with Origin and compared to a straight line at π0 = 0, 04 mN
. The intersection
ms
points were then elected by hand and further used for the calculation of the delay
time and velocity of the pulse. Through consequent application of the standard-

Figure 3.4.: Left: Procedure for the extraction of delay times. Pressure curves of a DPPC
monolayer at 24◦ C, excited with ethanol. Inset: Time-derivative of the pressure curves. Intersection points with straight line at π0 = 0, 04 mN
ms are used for the extraction of the delay time ∆t.
Right: Velocity profiles of a DPPC monolayer (24◦ C) excited with methanol, ethanol, chloroform
r q
and pentane. Red curves display the theoretically predicted velocity profile c = cos1( π ) κ1S ηwωρw
8

(equation 3.18), calculated from the isothermal compressibility of the respective DPPC monolayer.
kg
−3
(Values used: ω ≈ 2π · 1 Hz, ρw ≈ 1000 m
Pas. (Figures adapted from [6])
3 and ηw ≈ 1 · 10

ized method for monolayer excitation, explained in section 3.2, the whole surface
pressure spectra can be probed. The right part of figure 3.4 illustrates the obtained
results for different solvents (methanol, ethanol, chloroform and pentane) [23]. All
substances display the same quantitative range (0, 2 ms −1, 2 ms ) and qualitative trend
with a minimum at the phase transition regime and maximum values towards the
highest surface pressures in the liquid-condensed phase of the investigated DPPC
monolayer.
Comparison to the predicted velocity profile of an acoustic monolayer wave, as being
derived in section 3.1, is displayed in the right part of figure 3.4. For the calculation of the red curves the low frequency approximation of equation 3.18 is applied,
since Fourier transformation of the measured wave indicated a frequency spectra of
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r

q

ω
is computed using the isothermal comηw ρw
)
kg
−3
pressibility and ω ≈ 2π · 1 Hz, ρw ≈ 1000 m
Pas. The discrepancy
3 and ηw ≈ 1 · 10
between the calculated and measured velocities, especially during the phase transition, might be attributed to the approximation of the adiabatic compressibility κS
with its isothermal pendant κT . A comparison between both susceptibilities allows
a reversion of equation 3.18, which enables the calculation of κS :
r
1
1
ω
 · 2·
κS =
(3.20)
π
c
ηw ρw
cos

≈ 0, 2 − 3 Hz. Thus, c =

1

cos (

π
8

1
κS

8

The resulting graph of a DPPC monolayer at 24◦ C is displayed in figure 3.5, together
with the isothermal compressibility, derived from the slope of a π-A-isotherm. As a
general trend one can state that the relation κT > κS is true over the entire lateral
pressure accessible. This effect is most pronounced during the phase transition, indicated by the maxima, and thus might give a possible explanation for the divergence
between the measured and calculated velocity profiles.

Figure 3.5.: Comparison between the isothermal κT and adiabatic κS compressibility of a DPPC
monolayer at 24◦ C. While the first is derived from the slope of the π-A-isotherm, equation 3.20 is
employed to calculate the latter.
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The previous section gave an introduction to lipid monolayer waves and described
the basic excitation mechanisms as well as the pulse velocities, which are found to
depend on the membrane state. Also the pulse’s amplitude has been monitored
and displayed a correlation to the state of the membrane. In this section the excitation process will be investigated more comprehensively. First, a further study
of the direct excitation method will be presented, where the influence of the solvent’s hydrophobicity as well as the absolute number of solvent molecules applied,
is investigated. This will be supplemented in the second part, which is dedicated to
the new indirect excitation of lipid monolayer waves by solvent vapors. Eventually,
an auto-oscillation phenomenon is presented, which can additionally be induced by
solvent vapor.

4.1. Direct solvent excitation
In the following, the results displayed in section 3.3 are extended by a comprehensive study of the properties of the direct solvent excitation. A correlation exists
between the wave amplitude and the partition coefficient of the solvent as well as
the number of solvent molecules applied to the surface. These findings indicate that
the external force responsible for excitation of the wave can be completely controlled
and predicted. The results will be applied further within the range of this thesis.

4.1.1. Influence of the solvent hydrophobicity
The empirical finding that the wave amplitude varies accordingly to the phase state
of the lipid membrane, but moreover is also affected by solubility of the solvent
within the lipid membrane (compare section 3.3), requires a more detailed investigation. Therefore, a homologous series of hydrocarbons with two different functional
groups (alcohol & carbon acid) were selected to probe their efficacy of exciting lipid
monolayer waves.
The experimental setup applied for this study has been described in section 3.2.
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To enable best comparability, the solutions used for excitation were standardized
to a molar concentration of 10 mol
. Excited pulse shapes are recorded subsequently
`
after fusion of a 2µ` solvent drop with the monolayer interface. The equilibrium
membrane pressure π0 and the maximal pressure πmax , measured during one compression pulse were identified. The wave amplitude was calculated according to
πamp = πmax − π0 .
Results obtained at an equilibrium pressure of π0 = 5 mN/m and averaged over
at least 10 measurements are displayed in the left part of figure 4.1. Obviously,
the influence of the functional group is minor, as indicated by similar wave amplitude for the first three carbon atoms. The difference in amplitude between butanol
and butyric acid can be explained by the relatively increased aqueous solubility of
butyric acid over butanol, as can be seen in table 4.1. The additional, collective

Figure 4.1.: Left: Dependence of wave amplitude on solvent chain length. DPPC monolayer,
compressed to an equilibrium pressure π0 = 5 mN/m at 24◦ C, were excited with 2 µ` droplets
of aqueous solutions of the respective alcohols and acids (10 mol
` ). Decreasing water solubility
(compare table 4.1) increases incorporation into the lipid membrane and thereby enhances the
wave amplitude. Right: Partition coefficients of alcohols and acids (dashed lines) as displayed in
table 4.1 are used to normalize the wave amplitude. For this purpose, the measured amplitudes,
displayed in the right part of this figure, are divided by the partition coefficient. The resulting
amplitudes exhibit a linear behavior within range of error.

increase in amplitude upon extension of the carbon chain, indicates a correlation to
the overall hydrophobicity of the solvent molecule. Here, the carbon tail acts as the
hydrophobic anchor, which determines the probability of the solvent to adsorb to the
lipid interface. This property is analytically expressed by the partition coefficient
POW (water - octanol), which represents the tendency of a compound to accumulate
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solvent
Methanol
Ethanol
Propanol
Butanol
Formic Acid
Acetic Acid
Propionic Acid
Butyric Acid

molar
mass
g/mol
32,04
46,07
60,10
74,12
46,03
60,05
74,08
88,11

in water

molar
concentration
mol/`

partition
coefficient

log Poct/wat

100%
100%
100%
7,9%
100%
100%
100%
100%

24,66
17,15
13,31
10,93
26,50
17,49
13,36
10,90

-0,65
-0,27
0,29
0,86
-0,54
-0,25
0,31
0,85

density

solubility

g/cm3
0,79
0,79
0,80
0,81
1,22
1,05
0,99
0,96

Table 4.1.: Properties of the investigated solvents. Molar mass, density, solubility from the
respective Sigma Aldrich data sheets and controlled with [65]. Molar concentration calculated
from molar mass and density: n = Mρmol . Averaged partition coefficients adapted from multiple
references (see [64]

within one phase between two immiscible fluids. This can be introduced to equation
3.19, which we found as a measure for the wave amplitude in section 3.3:

1 ∆A
∆π = −
κT A

∆A → ∆A·POW

=⇒

!
1 ∆A
∆π = −
POW
κT A

(4.1)

Here, we augmented the area term ∆A, which represents the area occupied by the
solvent molecules upon fusion with the monolayer, by the partition coefficient. This
would compensate the enhanced tendency of more hydrophobic molecules to accumulate stronger on the surface and thus require more area. This augmentation of
equation 4.1 is justified in the right part of figure 4.1. Normalization of the wave
amplitude by the partition coefficient of the respective solvent results in a straight
line within the range of error. The large error bars follow from the relatively disperse
numbers for the partition coefficient acquired from multiple references summarized
on [64]. Values used in this thesis are averaged over all surveys. Another source
of error might also result from neglecting the increase in occupied average surface
area per solvent molecule, according to the increasing length of the aliphatic carbon
chain. However, the partition coefficient seems to be an important factor which
influences the amplitude of the excited pressure pulse.
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4.1.2. Linearity of excitation
In a continuation of the experiments to study the process of pulse excitation by solvents comprehensively, the influence of the molar concentration c of the excitation
solution as well as the absolute volume V of the drop on the wave amplitude were
analyzed. For this purpose, series of aqueous solutions of ethanol with increasing
molar concentrations (0.01, 0.1, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 mol
) were employed (process described
`
in B.4). As depicted in the left part of figure 4.2, the amplitude of monolayer waves
was amplified with increasing ethanol concentration. It also can be seen that below
c = 0.01 mol
no longitudinal pressure wave can be excited. This lower limit is further
`
investigated in the next section 4.1.3.

Figure 4.2.: Left: Ethanol excitation sweep executed on a DPPC monolayer at 5 mN/m and 24◦ C.
Potency for wave excitation increases with increasing ethanol concentration. Aqueous solutions of
ethanol made by dilution of pure ethanol with ultrapure water to the respective concentrations
(0.01, 0.1, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 mol
` ). Also visible: Excitation of lipid monolayer waves is not possible
with pure water or ethanol concentration ≤ 0, 1 mol
Right: Linear correlation found between
`
the absolute amount of solvent molecules applied to the monolayer and the amplitude of the
excited wave. Absolute numbers are varied by alteration of the drop volume as well as solvent
concentration, while N is calculated by N = c · V. The slope of the linear correlation is found to
depend inversely on the monolayer compressibility, which is displayed in the inlay for a DPPC
monolayer at 24◦ C. Color coded dots indicate the phase state and the compressibility for each
respective set of excitation measurement.

Additionally variation the volume of the droplet used for excitation (1 − 4 µ`) gives
access to the absolute number of solvent molecules N applied to the lipid interface,
which can be calculated by N = c·V. When the respective wave amplitude is plotted
against N, as is depicted right part of figure 4.2, a linear correlation can be found.
The slope of each straight line depends on the inverse of the compressibility, as is
indicated by equation 4.1. The additional variables, which alter the amplitude lin-
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early, can be introduced to equation 4.1 by expanding again the term for the required
lipid area. Thus, one can state that the absolute area displaced ∆A consists of the
area occupied per solvent molecule ∆Amol times the absolute number of molecules
applied to the membrane N. Equation 4.1 can therefore be rewritten as:
!
!
1
∆A ∆A → c·V·∆Amol
∆Amol
1
∆π = − · POW ·
=⇒
∆π = − · POW · c · V ·
(4.2)
κT
A
κT
A
This equation allows to calculate precisely the wave amplitude excited under the
respective condition. Moreover it is worth mentioning that despite the fact of a
non-linear compressibility, within the range of amplitudes probed, the pressure pulse
response of the membrane remains a linear phenomena, as indicated by the amplitudes shown in the right part of figure 4.2.

4.1.3. Threshold of excitation
This section is dedicated to the already mentioned onset of excitation, at low solvent
concentrations of the excitation solution. In the following, the linear correlation
between number of molecules and pulse amplitude is described in more detail. The
slope is employed as a measure of the excitability, since the derivative amplifies any
deviations from the linear behavior. For this purpose, all pressures illustrated in
the right part of figure 4.2 are directly derivated and depicted in the left part of
figure 4.3. For each membrane pressure a more or less constant value is obtained,
justifying the assumption of the linear fit, conducted in figure 4.2. Besides, in the
liquid expanded phase (5 mN/m and 7 mN/m) as well as in the transition region
(9 mN/m), a small non-linear effect is observed towards the onset of excitation.
Exceptional behavior is found in the liquid condensed phase (here: 25 mN/m and
represented by the black curve in the left part of figure 4.3), which reveals a strong
non-linear effect at low numbers of solvent molecules. A detailed and closer look at
the excitation with low numbers of solvent molecules allows the right part of figure
4.3. Here, a threshold can be observed, located between 2 mol/` and 4 mol/`. While
at a concentration of 4 mol/`, a quantity of 4 µmol of ethanol is already sufficient
to excite a longitudinal wave (squares in figure 4.3), a concentration of 2 mol/` is
not capable of excitation, even with the four-fold amount of molecules. A similar
threshold was observed for the excitation with acetic acid.
This non-linear behavior might be explainable by the concentration dependency
of the partition coefficient POW , which was introduced to the equations in section
4.1.1. As is shown for two different chemicals in [66, 67], the partition found in
the hydrophobic phase increases with the overall concentration of the chemical in
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Figure 4.3.: Left: Direct derivation of the curves in the right part of figure 4.2. The ethanol
excitation displays almost constant values, justifying the linear fit, with small non-linear effects
at low numbers of solvent molecules. Exceptional behavior is found for the excitation in the
liquid condensed phase, with a strong non-linearity at the onset of excitation Right: Excitation
threshold of ethanol and acetic acid concentration c on a DPPC monolayer at 25 mN/m and 24◦ C.
For c ≤ 2 mol/`, no excitation occurs, even at high numbers of solvent molcules. For c > 2 mol/`,
regular linear excitation is obtained.

the solution. Thus, one can conclude that a decreasing solvent concentration in the
excitation solution induces a higher solubility of the solvent within the sub phase
water. As a consequence, below a certain threshold concentration, the majority
of the solvent molecules preferentially dissolves directly into the subphase, thus
rendering the lipid monolayer unexcited.

4.2. Indirect vapor exctitation
The first part of this chapter described the direct excitation process in detail. In
order to fuse the solvent drop with the lipid membrane, one has to approach the
latter very closely with a drop present at the tip of the needle. While carrying out
this procedure it was found that evaporating solvent molecules from the droplet
surface are capable of exciting longitudinal monolayer waves. This empirical finding
is the basis for the studies that will be presented in the second part of this chapter,
where in the following the necessary adaptations of the experimental setup will be
described. Furthermore, a concise theory for the vapor excitation of monolayer waves
by solvent vapors will be introduced and completed by the experimental results.

4.2.1. Experimental Arrangements
The setup as introduced in section 3.2 was slightly altered in order to create a more
stable and reproducible experimental arrangement. A plastic cone was fitted around
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the needle (compare left part of figure 4.4) since this was expected to ensure a constant evaporation rate and area. Additionally, the vapor pressure is stabilized, since
the restricted volume inside the cone saturates fast. This better defined vapor phase
is accompanied by a geometric restriction of the area accessible by the solvent vapor.
In order to systematically test these adaptations to the experimental setup, three

Figure 4.4.: Left: Experimental setup employed to investigate the lipid monolayer - vapor interaction. A cone, fitted around the needle, prevents irregular evaporation of the drop and creates
a defined vapor pressure inside the cone. This allows slower dipper velocities and enables better reproducibility. Right: Increase in surface pressure of the lipid monolayer upon progressive
approaching of the vapor-saturated cone. Surface pressure - distance curves are displayed for
three different cone arrangements. Reduction of the cone opening diameter (no cone, large cone
(r = 3.5 mm), small cone (r = 2 mm)) constrains the area exposed to the vapor.

different arrangements (no cone, large cone (r = 3.5 mm), small cone(r = 2 mm))
were investigated (compare right part of figure 4.4). The optimum in reproducibility and intensity of the phenomenon was aquired with the large cone attached to
the needle, which was the setup employed for all further measurements.
Due to the intense scent of multiple solvents, it was expected to find a correlation
to the olfactory perception, since several studies have proposed that lipids might
be involved in odor recognition and discrimination. Odorous substances have been
shown to increase membrane permeability [68, 69], to increase the surface pressure
of a lipid monolayer, when added to the sub phase [70] or to dissolve into lipid bilayers when applied from the vapor phase [71, 72]. All these effects have been found
to scale with the partition coefficient of the respective odor. A double-log plot of
these effects versus the minimum concentration in air required for human perception
results in a straight with the slope of minus one. This resembles the Meyer-Overton
rule, which correlates the potency of an anesthetic drug by its solubility in olive oil
(lipophilic phase). These findings couldn’t be reproduced with our setup. Among
multiple odors tested, only the group of carboxylate esters displayed the capability
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of increasing the surface tension when approached to the interface and within this
group, ethyl butyrate showed the most pronounced effects and highest amplitudes.
It is therefore used throughout the following sections to probe the interaction of
solvent vapors with lipid monolayers.

4.2.2. Vapor Excitation of Lipid Monolayer Waves
The previous section gave an introduction to the lipid monolayer-solvent vapor interaction and to the experimental arrangement employed for the investigation. In
the following, the interaction is studied in detail and in particular concerning the
following question: Is the entire membrane simultaneously elevated in surface pressure or is the pressure increased locally, succeeded by a spreading pulse?

Figure 4.5.: Left: Effect of ethyl butyrate vapor on a DPPC monolayer at 24◦ C during a full
dipper cycle. At certain distance, sudden increase in membrane pressure can be observed. Except
for the small hysteresis at the pressure onset on the baseline, the phenomenon is completely reversible. Reference measurement without a solvent drop at the needle tip displays no alteration of
the membrane pressure during one complete dipper cycle. Right: Time-resolved approach of the
ethyl butyrate vapor at two laterally displaced (14,5cm) pressure sensors. The increase in pressure
at the distal sensor is delayed, indicating propagation of a longitudinal wave. Inset: Derivation
of the pressure course as measured at both pressure sensors. Application of the same criteria as
explained in 3.4 allows extraction of the delay time and thus the calculation of the propagation
velocity.

For this purpose, in the left part of figure 4.5, the response of the monolayer during
a complete up-down cycle of the dipper is displayed. The approach and return path
are indicated by arrows close to the graph. In a comparison to the reference graph,
obtained by running one entire cycle with no solvent drop at the tip of the needle,
a marked increase in membrane pressure at a certain distance to the interface is
observed. This points towards a threshold in vapor concentration necessary to penetrate the membrane. When comparing the approach and return path it is found
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that the transition is almost completely reversible within a certain amount of time.
By recording the membrane pressure during the approach of the vapor phase with
two laterally displaced pressure sensors (setup as described in section 3.2), potential
spreading of the localized excitation can be detected. In the right part of figure 4.5,
the time-resolved approach of the vapor is displayed, while in the inset the time
derivative of the pressure is given. The delayed response of the second pressure
sensor indicates the propagation of a pulse and by applying the same criteria as
in section 3.4, the velocity of the pressure spread can be extracted. The velocities
obtained are in the range of c ≈ 0, 3 m/s, which is comparable with the velocities
obtained by direct solvent excitation. It therefore can be assumed that the indirect, as the direct, application of solvents results in the localized displacement of
lipid molecules, which is further conducted as a pressure pulse through the entire
membrane. This consideration clearly separates the excitation from the propagation
process.

Figure 4.6.: Left: Effect of ethyl butyrate vapor on a DSPC membrane measured for different
surface pressures at 24◦ C. Distance taken as difference between cone opening and lipid interface.
With increasing membrane pressure, the distance of the dipper necessary for excitation is reduced
(compare right figure). Additionally, the absolute rise in pressure and the observed hysteresis are
decreased. Right: Excitation distance versus lateral membrane pressure as extracted from the
data displayed in the left figure. Data points are extracted from the intersection of the pressure
course derivative with a straight line at π0 (d) = 0.05 mN/m2 . Towards higher pressures, the solvent
drop needs to be approached closer to the membrane in order to excite a longitudinal pulse. No
excitation can be observed anymore beyond a certain pressure (Here: ≈ 18 mN).

It therefore remains unanswered, which property of the ethyl butyrate vapor is crucial to excite a pressure wave within a lipid membrane. For this purpose, complete
dipper cycles are recorded for varying lateral membrane pressures to investigate the
threshold concentration elucidated in figure 4.5. The results recorded on a DSPC
membrane are illustrated in the left part of figure 4.6. By variation of the lateral
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membrane pressure, changes in the minimum distance necessary to excite a membrane pulse can be observed. This is summarized in the right part of figure 4.6,
where the excitation distance is displayed as a function of the lateral pressure of the
membrane. An almost linear correlation is found which slightly saturates for high
membrane pressures. Since the concentration of vapor molecules in air is decaying
with increasing distance from the cone opening, it can be concluded that for higher
monolayer pressures, a higher concentration of solvent molecules is required for the
pulse excitation.

Figure 4.7.: Left & right: Pictures of a faint ring appearing at the air/water interface during
vapor excitation. Structure establishes directly underneath the solvent drop, whenever an increase
in pressure indicates the excitation of a monolayer wave. Differences in surface tension, discriminating the solvent rich patch from the lipid rich membrane, might be responsible for the observed
phenomenon. The introduced, dashed green lines serve as a guide to the eye.

The advantageous position of studying the vapor excitation of monolayer waves is
that one can examine quasi-static situations of the direct solvent excitation. This is
due to the fact that the force exerted by the vapor can be kept constant by maintaining a certain distance to the surface. It therefore can be observed that whenever
an increase in pressure indicates the excitation of a monolayer wave, a faint ring
appears on the aqueous surface (figure 4.7). This might be the result of a difference
in optical density between the solvent enriched patch in the middle and the lipid
membrane covering the outside region, but could also arise from a difference in surface pressure. Overall it can be stated that the solvent excitation process, direct
or indirect, creates a solvent enriched patch, which disappears as soon as the vapor
vanishes or its concentration falls below a certain threshold. Preliminary fluorescent measurements on the vapor excitation (not shown) are even pointing towards
a complete depletion of lipids within the excitation center.
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4.2.3. Excitation of Auto-Oscillations
When the vapor phase of a solvent is approached to a lipid monolayer, autooscillations of the membrane pressure can occur. This behavior was already noticed
and displayed in figure 4.5 and is comprehensively investigated and discussed in the
following.

Figure 4.8.: Left: Approach of ethyl butyrate vapor to a DPPC membrane at 24◦ C. Autooscillations in membrane tension occur, when the dipper is within a certain range of distance to
the interface. Right: Sustained auto-oscillation induced by “clamping" the distance to the surface.
The ethyl butyrate drop is produced at t ≈ 25 s, causing a marked increase in surface pressure.
Auto-oscillations vanish at t ≈ 120 s, reappear at t ≈ 180 s and finally are stopped when the drop
is retracted into the needle.

During an approach cycle of an ethyl butyrate drop, oscillation of the surface pressure was observed once the drop passed a certain distance to the surface. These
oscillations can be sustained by keeping the dipper fixed at this distance, while extruding a solvent droplet (right part of figure 4.8). A subsequent steep increase in
membrane pressure ensures the interaction with the membrane and indicates the
excitation of a monolayer wave. As a requirement for the onset of auto-oscillations
it was found that the drop needs to be within a certain range of distance to the
surface ∆d ± 1.5 mm. It is assumed that as long as the drop is present at the needle tip, the vapor pressure is kept constant, which consequently sustains the autooscillations. Under these circumstances, maximal oscillation life times up to 150 s
have been observed. Typically, the oscillations last between 30 − 150 s. Termination
of the oscillation process might be due to variations in external conditions such as
convection, which disturbs the sensitive equilibrium between membrane and vapor
pressure. Moreover, retraction of the ethyl butyrate drop into the needle interrupts
the oscillation and causes a typical relaxation process, indicating progressive desorption of solvent molecules from the interface (depicted for t ≥ 220 s in the right
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part of figure 4.8).
In order to elucidate further the underlying mechanism of the auto-oscillations,
the advanced film balance setup (two sensors, high time resolution ((10000 samples/second, 0,01 mN/m)) was employed to investigate the exact shape. An exem-

Figure 4.9.: Left: Recording of auto-oscillation with high time-resolution ((10000 samples/second, 0,01 mN/m) and fit of the data with a sine function. Good agreement with the fit
indicates almost symmetrical oscillations. Right: Fourier transformation of the sine wave yields
a main frequency ( f = 0, 69 Hz) and a low amplitude for the first harmonic ( f = 1, 45 Hz).

plary recording is displayed in the left part of figure 4.9, where the superposition
of a sine wave was fitted to the pressure data recorded with the proximal sensor.
This indicates a highly symmetric, sinusoidal oscillation of the surface. When compared to the pressure recording of the distal sensor, a delay angle can be extracted.
According to the known distance between the sensors, the velocity of the spreading
phenomenon is calculated to c = 0, 29 ms , which is again in the range for a DPPC
membrane at 6mN/m and 24◦ C (compare figure 3.4 & [6, 23]. Moreover, a Fourier
transform of the sine wave (right part in figure 4.9) allows to study the frequency behavior. The obvious maximum at f = 0, 69 Hz is the main frequency, supplemented
by a small peak of the first harmonic at f = 1, 45 Hz. Thus, the results obtained for
velocity as well as for frequency of the auto-oscillations, can be compared with good
agreement to the previously presented results (see chapter 3). This again draws the
line of an excitation independent propagation phenomenon.
A surprising result of the experiments on lipid membrane auto-oscillations is the
stability of the phenomena against external changes as temperature and membrane
pressure. As can be seen in left part of figure 4.10, alteration of the temperature doesn’t change the distance necessary to induce auto-oscillation, even though
the DPPC membrane undergoes a phase transition in this temperature and lateral
pressure range (compare figure 2.7). The frequency of the oscillations is slightly
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Figure 4.10.: Left: Drop distance necessary to induce auto-oscillations as a function of the
lateral pressure of the lipid membrane. The threshold distance for the induction of oscillations
approaches asymptotically towards zero for higher lateral pressures, indicating the experimental
limit at ≈ 12 mN/m. Right: Frequency of oscillation as a function of the lateral membrane
pressure. Linear behavior can be observed at low lateral pressures, while an increasingly dispersive
character manifests at ≈ 5 mN.

decreased towards lower surface pressure and is rather disperse at high pressures.
Assuming the lipid membrane as driven harmonic oscillator, a correlation between
oscillation frequency and membrane compressibility would be expected. This is due
to the dependence of the restoring force on the compressibility of the membrane,
since the monolayer acts in this picture as a Hookean spring. Since no minimum in
oscillation frequency can be observed at the compressibility maximum for the different temperatures, further investigations are required in order to obtain an entire
picture of this phenomenon.

4.3. Summary excitation
From the results presented in this chapter it was concluded that the direct excitation
process of longitudinal monolayer waves by fusion of a solvent drop with the lipid
monolayer depends among others on the accumulation of solvent molecules at the
aqueous interface. Incorporation into the lipid membrane requires additional lateral space, which causes a displacement of lipids. This displacement is subsequently
conducted over the entire interface area as a lateral pressure pulse. The magnitude
of the observed pressure pulse depends on the hydrophobicity of the solvent. This
was accounted for by introducing the partition coefficient POW of the solvent into
equation 4.2. Furthermore, the amplitude can be scaled linearly by the number
of solvent molecules applied, defined by drop volume times solvent concentration.
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In the liquid crystalline phase state of the membrane, a concentration threshold is
found, rendering wave excitation impossible below c ≤ 2 mol
. This effect is explained
`
by the concentration dependence of the POW .
Additionally an indirect method of inducing lipid monolayer waves has been demonstrated. For this purpose, the vapor phase of a solvent drop is approached to the
surface, which results in a sudden increase in membrane tension, indicating excitation of a longitudinal wave. The wave propagation velocities extracted under these
conditions are similar to those with direct excitation. This finding indicates that
the propagation process is independent from the type of excitation and thus exclusively depends on the membrane properties. Moreover, these results were confirmed
for auto-oscillations induced by solvent vapors. As illustrated by experiments conducted at different temperatures, the phase state of the lipid membrane surprisingly
does not influence the appearance and properties of the oscillations.
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The relaxation characteristic upon external perturbation is a crucial feature of lipid
membranes since it determines, among other things, the passive and active transport
behavior according to the life time of pores. This was e.g. observed in the case of
sodium ion conductivity across a lipid bilayer [39, 40, 73, 74]. A variety of methods
have been applied to lipid bilayers in order to create an artificial disequilibrium,
allowing the investigation of the subsequent relaxation process. Among others, temperature [75] and pressure jumps [41, 76–80] have been applied to vesicle solutions,
but also dielectric [81] and ultrasonic techniques [82] have been used to excite lipid
membranes. Besides, different tools and properties of the membrane were employed
for the experimental read out, e.g. fluorescent probes [75], membrane turbidity [78,
79], infrared spectra [77] or calorimetry [41, 76]. The common result in all these
studies is a significant increase of relaxation time during the phase transition of
lipid bilayers. Even multiple relaxation processes, measured simultaneously over
time scales ranging from µs to s, displayed this typical relaxation characteristic. In
most cases, this behavior is related to the maximum in the excess heat capacity of
the membrane under consideration [41, 77–79]. Those experiments are supported
by the theoretical work by Kanehisa and Tsong [83], which predicted a multiple
exponential decaying process of the membrane with a pronounced maxima during
it’s phase transition. Boehm at al. [76] proofed that the correlation between relaxation time and excess heat capacity even holds for the pretransition in lipid vesicle
systems.
In a continuation of the work about bilayer relaxation, this chapter will focus on
the relaxation characteristic of lipid monolayers and is based on [84]. The pressure
pulse, introduced and discussed in the preceding chapters, will in this context be
considered as a 2-dimensional perturbation, which causes a local deflection of the
monolayer followed by a relaxation process. Monitoring the exact shape of the wave
form allows furthermore the extraction of the respective relaxation time by an exponential interpretation of the 2-dimensional pressure pulse. The time scales obtained
correlate with the macroscopic compressibility of the monolayer and are in agreement with microscopic observations [51]. This empirical section will be preceded
by the derivation of a theoretical model, based on Albert Einstein’s approach to
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thermodynamics and combined with an Onsager type ansatz, predicting the found
correlation between κT and τ correctly.

5.1. Theory of Relaxation Processes
In section 2.3.2 it is derived that the area fluctuations of a lipid monolayer are
directly correlated to its isothermal compressibility κT . This was accompished by
following Einstein’s approach to thermodynamics, who reversed the Boltzmann principle P = exp (S /kB ) in order to start from a macroscopic (phenomenological) behavior:
!−1
∂2 S
2
h(δA) i = kB − 2
= kB · T · A · κT
(5.1)
∂A
Equation 5.1 summarizes the so far purely thermodynamic and thus statistical approach. This will be expanded by the introduction of time in an Onsager type
relation, which states that the changes of a thermodynamic variable αi in time
(thermodynamic flux) are proportional to the derivative of the entropy with respect
to the conjugated thermodynamic variable (thermodynamic force) [85, 86].
∂αi
∂S
= Lik
∂t
∂αk

(5.2)

Lik is a phenomenological parameter called transport coefficient, which must be
determined experimentally. By following an identical line of arguments, a direct
correlation between relaxation time τ and excess heat capacity c p of a lipid bilayer
is found [41, 80]:
T2
cp
(5.3)
τ=
L
Here, T is the system temperature although usually measured in the bulk.
Application of equation 5.2 to lipid monolayer waves requires that all αi , changing
during the passage of a density pulse, have to be included. This comprises among
others the area A, enthalpy H and surface charge density σ. The resulting set of
equations can be simplified by considering that these variables are tightly coupled for
sufficiently small deviations from equilibrium, leaving only one independent variable
[27, 41, 87]. Hence, it is sufficient to employ the deviation from the equilibrium area
per molecule A0 = A − A0 , caused by the passing wave, to describe the system:
∂A0
∂S
=L 0
∂t
∂A
Taylor expansion of the first derivative on the right side of equation 5.4
!
∂S
∂2 S
∂A0
∂2 S
0
≈
·A ⇒
=L
A0
0
2
2
∂A
∂A
∂t
∂A A0
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leads to the solution of the evolving differential equation, which is solved by an
exponential function A0 = A00 exp (−t/τ):
!
1
∂2 S
− =L
(5.6)
τ
∂A2 A0
This result reflects the direct connection of area fluctuations and relaxation times in
a lipid monolayer. Combined with equation 5.1 one arrives at the relation between
isothermal compressibility κT and relaxation time τ:
E T ·A
1 D
(δA)2 =
· κT
(5.7)
τ=
kB L
L
It should be noted that in general the entropy potential is a function of all thermodynamic variables (S (H, A, N, . . . )), which allows deriving similar relationships as
equation 5.7 for fluctuations in all these variables and their respective susceptibilities
to the relaxation time of the system. The resulting coupling of all excess susceptibilities is experimentally further supported by [34, 87] and allows to conclude:
∆cπ ∝ ∆κT ∝ ∆απ ∝ ∆CT ∝ τ

(5.8)

It is therefore predicted that relaxation times are directly correlated with the compressibility of a monolayer i.e. with the thermodynamic state of the membrane.
Comparison with Einstein’s fluctuation-dissipation theorem [88] demonstrates that
equation 5.7 is in its essence a fluctuation-dissipation relation for the membrane
area. Along the same lines, the relation between τ and c p (equation 5.3) was derived
by studying the fluctuations in enthalpy of lipid systems [41]. This relation was experimentally verified by observing the relaxation c p profiles following 3-dimensional
pressure jumps applied to large unilamellar vesicles.
Moreover, equation 5.7 can be solved for the transport coefficient L:
κT
L= A·T ·
(5.9)
τ
, enabling its calculation. As a consequence, the assumption of a linearized correlation between thermodynamic fluxes and forces can be tested in the experimental
section by the assumption of a constant transport coefficient.

5.2. Measurement of the Relaxation Process
The evaluation of pulse velocities and amplitudes have been thoroughly discussed.
Here, we observe the decaying wave form subsequently after the solvent excitation
in order to extract the relaxation time needed for pressure equilibration. For this
purpose, an exponential function was fitted to the envelope of the pressure pulse:
π (x) = π0 + πPulse · exp (− (t − t0 ) /τ)
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5.3. Conservation of the relaxation time - compressibility relation

Equilibrium pressure π0 , peak center t0 and the initial amplitude of the pulse πPulse
are all experimentally determined, leaving the relaxation time t as the only fitting
parameter. In figure 5.2, a typical time-resolved example for a propagating pressure
pulse is displayed (blue graph). The peak tips are fitted by equation 5.10 to obtain
the envelope of the oscillation (purple graph). The characteristic time constant τ of
the decay is further used for evaluation.
To compare relaxation time and thermodynamic state of the interface,
isotherms were measured prior to the
solvent excitation experiments. The
corresponding lateral compressibility
was calculated using equation 2.7:
!−1
1 ∂π
κT = −
(5.11)
A ∂A
In the plateau region of a π-A isotherm,
the compressibility shows a distinct
maximum, which indicates the transi- Figure 5.1.: Example for a typical time-resolved
pulse propagating in a DPPC membrane
tion pressure πt . As can been seen pressure
o
at 24 C and recorded by the right sensor in figure
in figure 2.7, πt can be sensitively al- 3.2. Peak tips are selected by hand and fitted with
tered by changes in temperature, but an exponential decay function (equation 5.10)
also strongly depends on the lipid type.
In the following, both of these variables are used to vary πt in order to investigate, if the maximum in relaxation time is shifting accordingly to the maximum in
isothermal compressibility and thus verifying the correlation between κT and τ.

5.3. Conservation of the relaxation time compressibility relation
Plotting the extracted relaxation times versus the lateral equilibrium pressure π0
allows the comparison to the previously measured isothermal compressibility κT .
As is demonstrated in figure 5.2 for a DPPC monolayer at 24◦ C, τ and κT are
directly correlated. Both functions display a distinct maximum at the transition
pressure πt ≈ 10 mN/m and also the relative decrease from liquid-expanded to
liquid-condensed phase is of the same order. These results are confirmed when
compared to relaxation time measurements on a monolayer comprised of D15PC
lipids, as presented in figure 5.3. Here, the monolayer is cooled to 16◦ C in order to observe a plateau within a measureable π-A range. The resulting maximum
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Figure 5.2.: Correlation between monolayer compressibility of DPPC at 24◦ C and the measured
relaxation times are shown. Pressure pulses are excited with 2µ` droplets of ethanol. Relaxation
times follow directly the compressibility of the lipid monolayer. Inset: Transport coefficient L
versus lateral membrane pressure. Values are calculated accordingly to equation 5.9. Additionally,
the adiabatic compressibility κS , extracted from pulse velocity measurements, is employed for
calculation.

in compressibility at the transition pressure πt was again accompanied by a maximum in relaxation time, indicating the predicted coupling. Thus, neither a change
of lipid type nor the change in temperature affected the correlation. Moreover it

Figure 5.3.: Invariance of the compressibility-relaxation time correlation with respect to membrane composition. Exchange of lipid type to D15PC as well as the variation in bulk temperature
to 16◦ C does not alter the correlation indicated by the coinciding maxima.

can be shown that the found correlation is not a consequence of the excitation.
Indeed, the same correlation is observed when exciting with chloroform or pentane instead of ethanol (see section B.5). Since the hydrophobicity of these solvents is increased compared to ethanol, the wave from is altered towards longer
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extended pulses, as studied in [23]. Although this will affect the absolute numbers
of the relaxation time, the predicted correlation between τ and κT is conserved.
The conservation of the correlation between relaxation times and compressibility under temperature variation is
comprehensively demonstrated in figure
5.4. During a sweep from 20 to 28◦ C the
phase transition pressure and thereby
the maximum in compressibility of the
probed DPPC membrane is shifted from
around 4 to 14mN/m, in accordance
to figure 2.7. By using ethanol as excitation solvent it can be shown that
the relaxation time maximum follows
the maximum in compressibility for each
temperature.
Thus, one can state that our results
demonstrate that relaxation times and
interface state (expressed in terms of
compressibility) are directly correlated.
This correlation is conserved under thermodynamic (Π, T), excitation (Ethanol,
Chloroform) and molecular (lipids) variations.
Using ethanol as probing agent, the relaxation time cumulates at τle = 2 s in
the liquid expanded phase for all lipids
and temperatures investigated. This
value increases by a factor of 2-5 to- Figure 5.4.: Invariance of the compressibilitywards the phase transition, depending relaxation time correlation with respect to
changes in bulk water temperature, which is indion the position within the coexistence cated by coinciding maxima for each temperature
region of the respective lipid type. This probed (20◦ C, 24◦ C, 28◦ C). Increasing absolute
difference in relaxation time actually in- numbers of the relaxation time during the transicreases with temperature (compare Fig. tion may indicate the approach of a critical point.
5.4), what could point towards the approach of a critical point in the monolayer’s phase diagram.
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5.3.1. Discussion of the transport coefficient
As mentioned in section 5.1, the resolved correlation of relaxation time and compressibility (equation 5.7), allows the calculation of the transport coefficient L. This
phenomenological parameter can only be accessed experimentally and is specific for
each lipid system. The inset of figure 5.2 therefore displays the transport coefficient,
calculated from equation 5.9, for the respective relaxation time measurement. Due
to the adiabatic nature of the described pressure pulses, the adiabatic compressibility κS is employed for calculation (instead of κT ), which is extracted from the
respective pulse velocities, as is described in section 3.4. The reversion of equation
3.18, yields a correlation for the adiabatic compressibility:
s r
r
1
1
1
ω
1
ω
 
 · 2·
c=
=⇒ κS =
(5.12)
π
π
κS ηw ρw
c
ηw ρ w
cos
cos
8

8

Here, ρw and ηw denote as well the density and viscosity of the sub phase (here:
water) and ω the frequency evaluated by a Fourier transform of the according wave.
The described behavior is also found in the temperature variation measurements.
The calculated transport coefficient for each temperature is shown in figure 5.5,
where apart from the qualitative curve progression also the quantitative values of
L for the liquid-expanded and liquid-condensed phases are reproduced. Notice that

Figure 5.5.: Transport coefficient L calculated from the temperature variation experiment presented in figure 5.4. The adiabatic compressibility κS , extracted from pulse velocity measurements,
is employed for calculation. Within experimental error, constant values for each membrane state
are obtained, accompanied by a non-linear behavior at the transition pressure, indicated by the
dashed lines for the respective temperatures.

the values for the transport coefficient vary for the respective membrane states,
indicating the limitations of the assumptions made in the theoretical section B.
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While in the liquid-expanded phase, the values for L accumulate around Lle ≈ 0, 4 ·
3
10 − 14 Km
per lipid, the transition coefficient decreases sharply during the phase
Ns
3
transition, reducing the average value to Llc ≈ 0, 15·10−14 Km
per lipid in the liquidNs
condensed phase. These results indicate that the transport coefficient is membrane
state dependent and imply augmented thermodynamic fluxes to occur in the liquidexpanded phase. Moreover, the constant value of L in each phase, verifies the validity
of the linearization used in the Onsager approach, at least for the individual phases
(equation 5.4).

5.3.2. Comparison to timescales of current fluctuations
To outline the potential of the presented theoretical approach, some additional predictions are derived. It has been demonstrated that quantized current fluctuations
are present in pure lipid bilayers, in particular in the range of the phase transition
regime [39, 40, 89]. The time scales of these currents have been shown to correlate
directly with the state of the bilayer, what was explained on the base of an increased
curvature of the entropy potential [39, 41]. In those studies, the fluctuation in enthalpy is correlated with the relaxation time scales, resulting in a similar expression
as equation 5.7, with the excess heat capacity as material susceptibility (compare
equation 5.3).
The relative change in relaxation time between liquid-expanded phase and transition region is extracted from our experiments of propagating interfacial waves and
predicts an increase in time scales in the order of 4, depending on the system temperature. In earlier studies we have demonstrated that the average channel opening
times in lipid bilayers of DOPC/D15PC mixtures increase by a factor of 7 when
comparing the fluid phase with the region of maximum heat capacity [39]. Considering the various differences between monolayer and bilayer as well as the lipid
composition, these numbers indicate that the physical origin of these opening times
is the thermodynamic state of the system.

5.4. Summary Relaxation
In this chapter, the local relaxation of pressure pulses, propagating in monomolecular lipid films, is studied. First, a correlation between relaxation time τ and lateral
compressibility κT is predicted, based on Einstein’s approach to thermodynamics,
which centerpiece is the reversion of the Boltzmann principle. In the second part,
this correlation is experimentally confirmed by demonstrating its invariance with
respect to physical (π, T), chemical (ethanol, chloroform) and molecular (lipid type)
variations. At last, the derived correlation is resolved for the transport coefficient
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L and thus reviewed by calculation of L from experimental data. The temperature
independent, constant value found for each thermodynamical membrane state justifies the linearization used in the Onsager theorem, while the non-linearity at the
lipid phase transition indicates the limitations of this theoretical approach.
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The cytoplasm is surrounded by the cell membrane which thus separates the intracellular from the extracellular environment. The membrane consists of two lipid
monolayer leaflets in which proteins are embedded. The glycocalyx [90]; a layer of
oligo- and polysaccharide chains covalently attached to lipids and proteins covers the
extracellular side of the cell membrane [91]. The carbohydrate residues stabilize the
structure of the cell membrane by a combination of physical forces (e.g. hydrogen
bonds) [91]. This effect has also been observed with artificial lipid vesicles [92]. Additionally, the glycocalyx protects the plasma membrane from chemical degradation
and plays a vital role in the interaction of cells with the immune system [90].

Figure 6.1.: Schematic drawing of a cell membrane comprised of the lipid bilayer with embedded
proteins. Covalently attached oligo- and polysaccharide chains form the glycocalyx (figure adapted
from [93]).

In order to study the effect of such a carbohydrate coating on the propagation of
waves in lipid monolayers, polyethylene glycol-lipids (PEG-lipids) were employed to
form the lipid monolayer. These lipids are characterized by a PEG-chain that is covalently coupled to the headgroup. In this particular study, DSPE1 -PEG was used.
1

1,2-dioctadecanoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine
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In an aqueous environment, the PEG-chain is highly hydrated. This is expected to
clearly increase the extension of the interfacial hydration layer of the lipid monolayer into the aqueous sub phase. Thus, when lipids are displaced by the passage of
a longitudinal wave, more interfacial water has to be dragged along and therefore
viscous forces are expected to be increased. The influence of the hydration layer
has already been included in the monolayer wave equation in chapter 3 and will be
more thoroughly discussed below.
The emphasis of this chapter is to elucidate the impact of glycolipids on the properties of monolayer waves. In particular, the impact of the PEG-chain length on the
propagation of pressure pulses will be studied. A discussion about its possible role
for biology in the context of lipid monolayer waves will conclude this chapter.

6.1. Polyethylene Glycol Lipids
The ability of poly(ethylen glycol) to dissolve in polar and nonpolar solvents displays
the amphiphilic nature of this molecule [94] and explains its tendency to form a
monolayer at the air-water interface at moderate film pressures (π < 10 mN/m) [94].
At higher surface pressures the polymers exceedingly dissolve into the bulk water
phase. In addition, PEG molecules are classified according to their average molecular
weight, which is indicated in the respective polymer name (e.g. PEG 350). The

Figure 6.2.: Chemical structure of DSPE PEG 350.

number of monomers in the molecule N can simply be calculated from this average
molecular weight by dividing it by the weight of a single monomer (44 Da). Thus, a
polymer with the average molecular weight of 350 Da is comprised of 7 monomers,
while a PEG chain weighing 2000 Da corresponds to N = 45. Considering the PEG
chain as a non-ideal polymer allows to calculate its Flory radius [95]:
RF = a · N 3/5

(6.1)

Here, a is the persistence length of one PEG monomer (a = 3.5 Å) [95]. Consequently
the Flory radius of the two PEG derivatives that will be employed in the subsequent
studies are calculated to RF (PEG 350) = 11.2 Å, and RF (PEG 2000) = 34.4 Å. This
value represents the lateral extension of the coiled polymer. As representative for the
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lipopolymers used in this study, figure 6.2 depicts DSPE PEG 350. When covalently
bound via an ester bonding to the head group of a lipid, the properties of the entire
compound differ from the single polymer. The resulting behavior is described by
the Alexander-de Gennes theory of grafted polymers [96, 97], which is graphically
summarized in the right part of figure 6.3.

Figure 6.3.: Left: Comparison of π-A-isotherms of DPPC, DSPE-PEG 350, DSPE-PEG 2000
at 24◦ C. An overall increase of average area per molecule as observed for PEG-conjugated lipids
indicates that the polymer chains require additional area at the interface Right: Schematic drawing
of the most likely molecular conformations of PEG-lipids during compression as predicted by the
Alexander-de Gennes theory of grafted polymers [96, 97]. After desorption of the PEG chains
from the interface, indicated by the phase transition at π ≈ 10 mN/m in the lipopolymer isotherm,
the mushroom state is dominant. In a further transition at higher film pressures (not resolved in
isotherms), the brush state is mainly occupied.

Sprited on a pure water surface, the PEG polymer chains are floating up and covering
the surface, together with its lipid anchor [98]. Upon compression of the film, the
polymers act as soft “springs” in between the lipids. The behavior for this socalled pancake-like conformation is demonstrated in the π-A-isotherm depicted in
figure 6.3. The membrane pressure for lipopolymers is already increasing for very
large areas per molecule, which complicates the recording of a baseline pressure [92,
99]. An overall increase in average area per molecule can be observed due to the
additional space required by the hydrocarbon chains [98]. As above for a collapsing
monolayer of pure PEG [94], the polymer chains desorb from the interface at about
πlow = 10 mN/m [92, 99]. Here, the attached lipid anchor ensures that the PEG
stays in the vicinity of the air/water interface. The emerging free space can be
observed in the isotherm (figure 6.3) by a phase transition occurring for both PEG
lipids at roughly the same lateral pressure. Deviations from πlow result from the
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imprecise definition of the pressure baseline. Beyond this transition pressure, the
PEG chain is supposed to in the so-called mushroom-like conformation (see left side
of figure 6.3) [92, 98, 99]. Although the polymers did desorb from the interface, they
maintain in their coiled conformation. At an additional transition, which occurs at
πhigh = 20−40 mN/m and is not resolved in figure 6.3, it is predicted that the polymer
transfers into a stretched, so-called brush-like conformation [92, 98, 99]. Here, the
polymer is elongated to reach almost its contour length Lc , which can be calculated
by Lc = a·N. The exposed oxygen atoms of the PEG chains can now intercalate water
molecules via hydrogen bonds to other polymers, thus forming a gel [92, 99]. This
behavior was elucidated from rheological measurements, which showed that beyond
the high-pressure transition the storage modulus is the dominating component while
below the loss modulus mainly contributes to the monolayers viscoelasiticity.
As a consequence of the hydrophilic carbohydrate tail, the interaction of lipopolymer
with the subjacent water is increased, in comparison to regular lipids. This is
mediated by an augmented number of hydrogen bonds, amplifying the coupling
to the viscous water phase.

6.2. Impact of Lipopolymers on Lipid Monolayer
Waves
The local displacement of lipids during a longitudinal monolayer wave, induces
streaming of water in superficial layers of the aqueous sub phase. This results from
the ability of the lipid headgroup to engage hydrogen bonds, which mediate the
movement further into the bulk. The affected region of water is referred to as the
hydration layer of a lipid monolayer. An additionally attached hydrophilic polymer
increases the number of possible hydrogen bonds with the water, which increases
the coupling. As a consequence, the attached polymer expands the thickness of the
hydration layer, which is a term for water that needs to be dragged along with a
longitudinal pulse. This is expected to amplify the viscous forces experienced by
the wave. The central subject of this section is to demonstrate the implications of
the hydration layer for lipid monolayer waves. It is composed of a first part that
majorly focuses on the damping of pulses propagating in glycolipid monolayers,
supplemented by a second part, investigating variations of the velocity profile of the
wave.

6.2.1. Hydration layer determines viscous forces
In order to determine the impact of a lipid-bound carbohydrate on the properties of
a longitudinal, interfacial wave, a monolayer of the respective PEG-lipid is spread on
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a water surface in a Langmuir trough and investigated with the same experimental
arrangement as described in chapter 3. Pressure pulses are therefore evoked by fusion of a solvent drop with the air/water interface that consisted of PEG-conjugated
lipids. Table 6.1 presents the influence of the polymer in general and its length in
particular on the monolayer wave. A strong reduction in pulse amplitude was observed for all solvent types probed. Moreover, it was found that the pulse amplitude
is clearly decreasing with increasing length of the PEG-chain.
Lipid

3 µ` Ethanol

3 µ` 1-Propanol

3 µ` 1-Pentanol

DPPC
DSPE PEG 350
DSPE PEG 2000

0,91mN/m
0,12mN/m
0,03mN/m

1,89mN/m
0,98mN/m
0,18mN/m

4,4mN/m
1,6mN/m
0,5mN/m

Table 6.1.: Pulse amplitudes at a surface pressure of π ≈ 20 mN/m on the respective lipid systems
at 24◦ C.

Since the amplitudes of pulses excited by means of ethanol are too small for a thorough analysis of the properties of the wave, 1-propanol was chosen instead to probe
the entire pressure range accessible (compare section 4.1.1). The left part of figure 6.4 displays the amplitudes of pulses excited by 1-propanol in a DSPE PEG
350 monolayer and illustrates their correlation with the isothermal compressibility.
In accordance with equation 4.2, the amplitudes are related to the inverse of the

Figure 6.4.: Left: Amplitude of pulses excited in monolayers consisting of DSPE PEG 350 at
24◦ C. The minimum in amplitude coincides with the compressibility maximum. Right: Comparison of pulse amplitudes for monolayers of DSPE-PEG 350 or DSPE-PEG 2000.

compressibility, with a pronounced minimum in the phase transition region. The
decreasing excitability at high pressures is again interpreted by the reduced solvent
solubility within the lipid matrix at these membrane pressures. Qualitatively, the
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same behavior was observed for the longer PEG-chain, as illustrated in the right part
of figure 6.4. Despite the overall reduction of pulse amplitudes due to the increased
number of monomers, the compressibility-amplitude correlation is conserved.
The reduction of the pulse amplitudes, which depends on the number of ethylen
glycol monomers attached to the lipid head, is a consequence of the increased interaction with the bulk water and the additional weight of the lipopolymer. This
results on the one hand from the polymer chain itself and on the other from the
water bound to it. At a constant force applied to the interface (3µ` of 1-propanol),
the acceleration of lipids is expected to scale with its weight according to Newton’s
second law a = F/m. This consideration enters the monolayer wave equation via
the inertia term used in the Euler equation. However, this initial explanation is not
sufficient for the observed amplitude reduction, since the entire lipid mass is only
M(DPPC)
increased by a factor of fLipid = M(DSPE
≈ 4, while the amplitude diminishes
PEG 2000)
by a factor of f ≈ 10 (compare table 6.1). Generally, a major factor contributing
to the decrease in amplitude seems to be the extension of the interfacial water layer
due to the presence of PEG-chains. This might be particularly important beyond
the transition pressure of π ≈ 10 mN/m. The increased hydration layer thickness
amplify the viscous force exerted by the water on the monolayer and thereby not
only affect the amplitude of the wave, but also its velocity, which is the emphasis of
the next section.

6.2.2. Alteration of the velocity profile

Figure 6.5.: Velocity of pulses excited in PEG-lipid membranes in comparison to values calculated
from the monolayer compressibility by means of equation 3.18 Left: Velocity profile for a monolayer
consisting of DSPE PEG 350 at 24◦ C. Right: Velocity profile for a membrane consisting of DSPE
PEG 2000 at 24◦ C.

As mentioned above, the application of 1-propanol as excitation solvent ensures
sufficiently large pulse amplitudes for a full analysis of the velocity profile. The
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arrival times of the pulses at the laterally separated pressure sensors are extracted
in the same manner as has been explained in section 3.4.
Figure 6.5 displays the results obtained for two different polymer chain lengths. A
widely constant pulse velocity was observed for DSPE-PEG 350 monolayers at low
membrane pressures. After the maximum in compressibility an steady increase of
the velocity was obtained. When compared to velocities that were calculated from
the isothermal compressibility by means of the lipid monolayer wave equation 3.18,
a relatively good correlation with the experimental results is obtained; except for
the predicted minimum at the transition pressure (here: πtrans ≈ 8 mN/m). This correlation between calculated and experimentally obtained velocities is clearly worse
for DSPE-PEG 2000 monolayers. Here, the velocity spectrum seems linearized over
almost the entire range of pressures probed, with a slight increase for large lateral
pressures. A comparison of measured and calculated velocities no longer shows any
correlation.

Figure 6.6.: Comparison of the velocity profile for lipid and PEG-lipid membranes. With increasing chain length of the PEG-moiety the pulse velocity approaches an almost constant value
(c ≈ 0.3 m/s for the longest chain probed (PEG 2000)).

The pulse velocities for PEG-lipid monolayers are summarized in figure 6.6 and
furthermore compared to the velocity profile of a DPPC membrane. While the
differences between the three systems are only minor at low membrane pressures
(π < 10 mN/m) two characteristics were observed for higher lateral pressures:
1. A reduction of pulse velocities in PEG-lipid as compared to DPPC monolayers
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2. The longer the PEG-chain, the more drastic the reduction in pulse velocity.
These trends can be explained by taking the atomic structure of the PEG lipid into
consideration.
As described in chapter 3, the lateral displacement of a regular lipid in course of
a longitudinal wave induces flow within the subjacent bulk water which in return
exerts a viscous force on the lipid monolayer. Within the realm of the monolayer
wave equation 3.18, this effect is expected to cause a slowing down of pulses. When
a lipopolymer is employed, additional hydrogen bonds can be engaged, according to
the hydrophilic nature of the attached hydrocarbon chain. This basically leads to an
enlargement of the hydration layer and amplifies the viscous force experienced by the
monolayer. Moreover, the interaction with the bulk water alters accordingly to the
conformation of the polymer, which was shown to depend on the lateral membrane
pressure and area (see Alexander - de Gennes theory of grafted polymers [96, 97] or
section 6.1). Thus, each polymer conformation needs to be discussed:
• Pancake-like conformation: At low membrane pressures (π < 10 mN/m),
the polymer chains are floating up, mainly laying on the aqueous interface [98].
The resulting hydration layer is rather thin. The PEG chains therefore only
interact with surface water and display only a minor impact on the amplitudes
and velocities of solvent-excited waves.
• Mushroom-like conformation: At intermediate pressures of the PEG-lipid
membrane (10 mN/m < π < 20 mN/m), the hydrocarbon chains are increasingly submerged into the sub phase and maintain a coiled conformation. This
structural arrangement is mainly due to entropic forces. The thickness of
the hydration layer depends on the number of monomers and can be estimated from the Flory radius (compare section 6.1: RF (PEG 350) = 11.2 Å and
RF (PEG 2000) = 34.4 Å). These considerations underline that a higher viscous
drag is exerted by the longer PEG chain. In agreement with the monolayer
wave equation 3.18, higher viscous forces lead to a decrease in pulse velocity
(see figure 6.6).
• Brush-like conformation: At high membrane pressures (π < 20 mN/m),
the polyethylene glycol chain is in a stretched state and probably reaches its
complete contour length Lc which exceeds the Flory radius by far. Thus, more
oxygen atoms are exposed which increases the potential for forming hydrogen
bonds. This amplifies the viscous forces and results in an additional reduction
of the pulse velocity.
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6.3. Possible impact for biology
The glycocalyx is an essential characteristic of eukaryotic cells. This allows to speculate about the possible impact of the presented effects of lipopolymers on longitudinal monolayer waves in the framework of cell-cell communication. As was shown,
the increased interaction with the bulk water phase, according to the hydrophilic nature of the hydrocarbon chains, decreases the amplitude upon a constant excitation
force. This was explained by an amplification of viscous forces that consequently
hampers the propagation of longitudinal waves. Pressure pulses conducted within
a cell membrane would thus experience an increase of damping according to the
presence of glycolipids and -proteins. The overall amount of the amplitude reduction should thereby depend on the fraction of glycolipids to regular lipids and the
average length of the polymer chains.
The velocity profile of the longitudinal waves was also found to be affected. Here,
the presence of the hydrocarbon chain reduced the influence of the monolayer compressibility and linearizes the velocity profile to a constant value of c ≈ 0.3 m/s.
Thus, the glycocalyx would not only be responsible for the mechanical protection
and stabilization of the cell, but also would diminish influences from lateral membrane pressure variations onto the pulse velocity. This would in general improve the
conditions for signal conduction, since the time required for propagating a certain
distance becomes more or less fixated.
In conclusion, the reduction in amplitude diminishes the effects described so far
for the lateral density pulses, which propagate within cell membranes. Nevertheless, pressure pulses are still observable over macroscopic distances (d = 30 cm),
indicating a decreasing, but not abolishing effect of the hydrocarbon layer.

6.4. Summary Lipopolymers
The effects of lipid-bound hydrocarbon chains on longitudinal lipid monolayer waves
were investigated. A decrease of amplitude and velocity of solvent excited pressure
pulses was observed and attributed to additional viscous drag. The latter is a result
of the hydrophilic nature of the PEG moiety, which increases the interaction with
the bulk water phase. The chain length of the polymer determines the thickness
of the hydration layer and consequently the magnitude of the viscous forces. The
hydration layer thickness was also found to correlate with the PEG molecule conformation, which differs depending on the lateral membrane pressure. Moreover,
the introduction of PEG-lipids leads to a linearization of the wave velocity over the
entire range of surface pressures.
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Monolayer Waves by
Lanthanides
The effects of lanthanide ions such as Gadolinium (Gd+3 ) and Lanthanum (La+3 )
on the static properties of lipid membranes have been studied extensively. As a
result of their high charge density, the threefold charged lanthanides dominate when
introduced to an ionic background of mono- and divalent salts. In the vicinity of
a charged membrane, mono- and divalent ions form a diffusive layer, which compensates and screens surface charges. Lanthanides, on the contrary, are able to
approach the membrane completely according to the strong electrostatic interaction. This already indicates the potency of lanthanides to establish an ionic bond
to the membrane. It has also been found that they are capable of displacing e.g.
Ca+2 from its lipid binding sites [100]. Phospholipids are characterized by a particularly high tendency to bind lanthanides. This is probably due to the complexation
potential of phosphoric acid [101, 102]. As a consequence, lanthanides are known to
influence and shift phase transitions of phospholipids [103–107], to induce domains
[101, 105, 108] and pores [108, 109], to strongly affect the surface potential [110] and
furthermore to causes shape changes [111] and leakage of vesicles [100].
In physiology, lanthanides and in particular Gadolinium are known to non-specifically block stretch-activated ion channels at submillimolar concentrations [112].
Considering the diversity of channels (Na+ , K+ , Ca2+ ) sensitive to Gadolinium [113],
a common lipid-based mechanism was proposed to underlie this blocks. Recently
this hypothesis was supported by the finding that mechanosensitive channels can be
effectively blocked by Gd3+ only when they are constituted in a negatively charged
lipid membrane [114]. This effect was attributed to the ability of Gadolinium ions
to reduce membrane fluidity by inducing lipid compaction. Molecularly, this compaction of the lipid matrix is thought to compress the protein ion channel at its
trans-membrane site, thus favoring its closed state. Theoretically, this view has
been supported by calculations which indicate that changes in the lateral membrane
pressure profile can alter the open probability of ion channels [115, 116].
This chapter investigates the effects of lanthanides on lipid monolayer waves. By
starting to elucidate the impact of lanthanides on the static properties of membranes
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established from mixtures of DPPC and DPPG, the interpretation of subsequent
dynamic wave experiments will be facilitated. The effect of lanthanides on monolayer structure and phase behavior will primarily be studied with isotherms and
fluorescence microscopy. Subsequently, a comprehensive study about the impact of
Gadolinium on the dynamic properties of the monolayer and on its excitability. Finally, the experimental findings will be discussed regarding their potential relevance
for physiological phenomena (i.e. ion channel blockage).

7.1. Impact of Lanthanides on charged lipid
monolayers
When a charged membrane is immersed into an electrolyte solution, it attracts a
cloud of charged counterions which screens the surface potential (see section 2.4).
The resulting Debye length is a measure for the average distance of the ion cloud
to the membrane and depends on the ionic strength as well as on the valency of the
ions; with polyvalent ions being attracted most strongly to the surface. In the case
of threefold charged ions, the Debye length is reduced to such a high degree that
a binding constant can be assigned [100, 102]. As a consequence, trivalent ions are
expected to have a pronounced impact on the phase state and structure of a charged
and zwitterionic lipid monolayer. This hypothesis will be tested for a DPPC DPPG
(9:1) monolayer.

Figure 7.1.: Lateral pressure - area isotherms of a DPPC DPPG (9:1) monolayer with increasing
Na+ concentration. HEPES buffer solution (150 mmol/` NaCl, 10 mmol/` HEPES and pH = 7, 4
adjusted with NaOH).
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7.1.1. Impact of salts on π-A-Isotherms
Since all consecutive measurements are conducted on an ionic background consisting of a standard HEPES buffer, the influence of monovalent salts on DPPC DPPG
(9:1) monolayers was investigated. As has been described in section 2.4, the screening of the membrane surface potential, which evolves from the charged and zwitterionic lipid headgroups, affects the phase behavior of the monolayer. It is important
to highlight that the pressure-area isotherms are already altered if HEPES/NaOH
(pH = 7,4; + 150mM NaCl) is used as sub phase instead of pure water (figure B.2).
When successively increasing the concentration of sodium chloride in an aqueous
sub phase of a lipid monolayer, it can be observed that the main impact of the
charge screening, induced by monovalent salts, is an upwards shift of the transition
pressure. This effect saturates, when all charges are screened. A combination of
ions as in the HEPES buffer system therefore displays a similar effect, while the
exact charge distribution within the diffusive layer will depend on the specific ions
used and their corresponding concentrations. The resulting isotherm of a screened
DPPC DPPG (9:1) monolayer resembles the isotherm of a pure DPPC membrane,
which bares no net surface charges. It is therefore can be concluded that the influence of the employed ionic background (HEPES buffer) can be reduced to diffusive
screening of charges.

Figure 7.2.: Lateral pressure - area isotherms of a DPPC DPPG (9:1) monolayer with increasing
Gd+3 concentration in the sub phase (150 mMol NaCl, 10 mMol HEPES and pH = 7, 4 adjusted
with NaOH +1 µMol, +10 µMol, +100 µMol or +1000 µMol Gd+3 ) Inset: Complete compression
and expansion cycle for 100 µMol Gd+3 .
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When Gadolinium ions are introduced to the described ionic background (HEPES
buffer), the polymorphism of the lipid monolayer becomes clearly affected. Even
1 muMolar Gd+3 concentration, which is five orders less then the concentration of
NaCl in the buffer, displays a significant influence on the monolayer (see figure 7.2).
This is in agreement with predictions based on the Poisson-Boltzmann equation that
the ion type of the highest valency has the most pronounced impact on a membrane
(compare equation A.4). Thus, the set of isotherms displayed in figure 7.2 demonstrates that the phase transition pressure is lowered upon increasing the Gadolinium
concentration. Also, between 10-100 µMol of Gd+3 , a reduction of the average area
per lipid of about ≈ 10% is induced, as can be calculated from the corresponding
areas at the pressure onset of the respective isotherms. This effect is continued even
more drastically for higher Gd+3 concentrations. These observations point towards
an overall compression of the lipid monolayer with increasing Gadolinium concentration. This might be due to the formation of ionic bonds between Gd+3 and the
negatively charged phosphoric acid of the lipid head group. Similar results have
been reported for DMPS1 monolayers [114].
Moreover, the observed compaction of the membrane does not affect the macroscopic
elasticity of the monolayer as can be seen in the inset of figure 7.2. The compression
and expansion isotherms of a DPPC DPPG (9:1) monolayer on top of a sub phase
containing 100 µMol Gd+3 , display only a small hysteresis. This indicates that the
lipid membrane remains elastic and therefore allows the propagation of longitudinal
pressure pulses.

7.1.2. Structural changes due to Lathanide-Lipid Interaction
The finding of Gadolinium influence on the polymorphism of charged lipid monolayers in addition to reports in the literature about shifts of the phase transition
of phospholipids [103–107], induction of domains [101, 105, 108] and pores [108,
109] as well as shape changes of vesicles [111] point towards a strong impact of this
lanthanide ion on the structure of lipid assemblies. Thus, to observe the impact
of lanthanide ions on monolayer morphology directly, 2mol% of a phospholipid dye
(NBD 16 PC2 ) was added to the membrane. The higher solubility of the dye in the
liquid-expanded phase creates a contrast between the two main lipid phases. In the
upper left part of figure 7.3, a picture of a fluorescently labeled DPPC DPPG (9:1)
monolayer at π ≈ 12 mN/m and T = 24◦ C on a standard HEPES buffer (see section
B.3) is shown. The regular pattern displays liquid-condensed domains (black spots)
1
2

1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phospho-L-serine
1-palmitoyl-2-12-[(7-nitro-2-1,3-benzoxadiazol-4-yl)amino]dodecanoyl-sn-glycero-3phosphocholine
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Figure 7.3.: Impact of Gadolinium ions on the structure of a DPPC DPPG (9:1) monolayer. The
membrane was labeled with 2mol% NBD 16 PC, which does not alter the respective π-A-isotherms.
Upper left: Membrane at π ≈ 12 mN/m on a standard HEPES buffer solution. The presence of
domains indicates a phase seperation. Lower left: Injection of Gd+3 into the sub phase at a
concentration of 100 µmol/`. Figure taken subsequently after injection and without stirring or
incubation. Ruptures over large areas of the monolayer are induced. Right: Magnification of the
transition region. Beyond a transition region with increased size of liquid-condensed domains, the
membrane appears almost unaltered.

of approximately equal size, randomly distributed over the interface. Since domains
typically only exist in the coexistence region of the monolayers, this observation
indicates that the monolayer was indeed close to the compressibility maximum.
When Gadolinium ions are injected into the sub phase to achieve a final concentration of 100 µMol, changes in monolayer structure were observed immediately. Within
2-3 minutes after injection and without additional mixing or stirring strong alterations of the monolayer structure occurred. Regions of domains with uniform size
were interrupted by structures showing an entirely different appearance with spiky
shaped domains. Moreover, the reduced fluorescence intensity indicates a depletion
of dye molecules within this structure and thereby identifies the liquid-condensed as
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the main lipid phase. These Gd+3 induced structures seemed to spread in a line over
macroscopic distances (orders of cm), while being surrounded by mostly circular
liquid-condensed domains of increased size. The prevalence of the liquid-condensed
phase thus solidifies this region of the membrane, which can also be observed live by
the microscope. Here, the reduced fluidity was evaluated by a strongly diminished
domain movement. This solidification is in good agreement with literature [117],
where it was shown that Gd+3 e.g. causes a rigidification of the red blood cell membrane. Beyond the rim of the rupture, the membrane remains almost unaltered and
displays again domains of approximately equal size, randomly distributed.
The effects observed can therefore be summarized as that the injection of Gd+3 into
the aqueous sub phase of a charged lipid monolayer subsequently induces macroscopic structures, where the lipids are mainly in the liquid-condensed phase. This
reduces the required average area per molecule, which can be compared to the compaction of the monolayer observed in pressure - area isotherms presented above.

7.2. Influence of Salts on Lipid Monolayer Waves
The impact of Gadolinium ions on the static properties of charged lipid monolayers
implies that the addition of these ions to the sub phase will also affect longitudinal
lipid monolayer waves.

7.2.1. Influence of Mono- and Bivalent Salts on Lipid
Monolayer Waves
The addition of monovalent salts to the aqueous sub phase of a charged lipid monolayer does indeed alter its static properties as e.g. the phase transition pressure
(figure B.2). In order to elucidate the impact on its dynamic characteristics, longitudinal lipid monolayer waves were excited as described in chapter 3. The introduction
of monovalent salts (10 mMol of NaCl or TEA3 Cl) to the pure aqueous sub phase of
a DPPC DPPG (9:1) monolayer does not display strong effects on the properties of
the wave as velocity or amplitude. The corresponding velocity profiles range from
c ≈ 0.3 m/s for the liquid-expanded to c ≈ 1 m/s in the liquid-condensed phase as
can be seen in the left part of figure 7.4. The pulse velocities can furthermore be calculated from the respective isothermal compressibility profile, which varies slightly
in accordance to the ion type and concentration used for the screening of monolayer
surface charges.
Monovalent salts can also affect the dynamic properties of neutrally charged, zwitterionic lipid monolayers. This was demonstrated by excitation of pulses on a DPPC
3

Tetraethylammonium
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membrane with 10 mMol NaCl or 10 mMol TEA Cl in the bulk water phase. When
calculating the adiabatic compressibility from the pulse velocities via equation 5.12,
a reduction of the adiabatic compressibility maximum results under the influence of
monovalent salts. Thus one can state that even the dipole moment of the neutrally
charged headgroup allows the interaction with the monovalent ions dissolved in the
sub phase.

Figure 7.4.: Left: Velocities of ethanol-induced pulses in a DPPC DPPG (9:1) monolayer under
the influence of mono/bivalent salts. While monovalent salts only slightly alter the velocity profile,
bivalent salts tend to linearize the pressure-velocity relationship by reduction of the pulse velocity
in the liquid-condensed phase. Right: Adiabatic compressibility of a DPPC monolayer under the
influence of monovalent salts calculated from pulse velocity measurements.

While monovalent salts only have a minor influence on the dynamic properties of
a DPPC DPPG (9:1) membrane, addition of Ca+2 to the sub phase leads to a linearization of the membrane pressure - pulse velocity relationship. This is especially
due to a reduction in propagation velocity in the liquid-condensed phase. This result
is counterintuitive since the literature describes a reduction in fluidity of the membrane upon interaction with highly charged ions and thus one would rather expect
an increase in pulse velocity. Thus, one could speculate about alterations of the
interfacial water structure induced by Ca+2 , which might improve the interaction
with the aqueous sub phase. This would cause the pulse to slow down in accordance
to equation 3.18, as was demonstrated in the preceding chapter 6 with PEG-lipids.

7.2.2. Impact of Gadolinium on Lipid Monolayer Waves
As has been shown for the static properties of a DPPC DPPG (9:1) monolayer,
the introduction of a submillimolar concentration of Gd+3 to the aqueous sub phase
does alter the dynamic characteristic of the membrane as well (figure 7.5). While the
influence of Gadolinium ions at low membrane pressures (π < 15 mN/m) is negligible,
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it becomes strongly amplified with increasing Gd+3 concentration and membrane
pressure. In both graphs a distinct alteration of pulse velocities and amplitudes can
be observed between 1 and 10 µMol Gadolinium, indicating a threshold concentration
necessary for the binding of Gd+3 to the phospholipid membrane.

Figure 7.5.: Left: Pulse velocities are increased at higher membrane pressures and only slightly
affected by the concentration of Gd+3 . Right: Characteristic dependency of the wave amplitude
on the lateral membrane pressure with a pronounced minima at the monolayer phase transition.

Figure 7.6.: Time-resolved recording of lateral pressure pulses on a DPPC DPPG (9:1) monolayer
with different Gd+3 concentrations in the aqueous sub phase.

Further indications for a binding threshold are given when the amplitudes of the
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pressure pulses are considered (figure 7.5). While the pulse amplitude is relatively
independent of the Gd+3 concentration in the liquid expanded phase, it is strongly
diminished in the liquid-condensed phase with increasing Gd+3 concentration. This
is most apparent at the monolayer-bilayer equivalence pressure of π ≈ 30 mN/m
[114], where the pulse amplitude drops from ∆π ≈ 0, 5 mN/m in the pure buffer
case to ∆π ≈ 0 mN/m for a Gadolinium concentration of 100 µMol. Figure 7.6
displays this effect in more detail. Here, the raw data of pressure pulses excited
with 3 µ` drops of pure ethanol on a DPPC DPPG (9:1) monolayer at T = 24◦ C
and π ≈ 28 mN/m with increasing Gadolinium concentration in the sub phase are
plotted. At a concentration of 100 µMol Gd+3 the propagation of a lateral density
pulse is strongly impeded and eventually appears as a little shift in baseline pressure.
This suggests a concentration threshold between 10 and 100 µMol Gd+3 .

7.2.3. Reduction of Excitability
The presented result of a threshold concentration of Gadolinium ions, at which the
amplitude is strongly reduced, motivated further experiments to investigate the excitability of the lipid monolayer. This was conducted on a similar basis as in chapter
4, where it was shown that the wave amplitude depends linearly on the ethanol concentration of the excitation solution (see equation 4.2). In the following, this effect

Figure 7.7.: Probing excitability of a DPPC DPPG (9:1) monolayer with and without Gd+3 (10
or 100µMol in the sub phase by increasing the concentration of ethanol in the excitation solvent
(0, 1; 1; 2; 4; 8; 16 mol/`). Left: At low membrane pressures (≈ 5 mN/m) only a slight reduction of
the excited pulse amplitudes was observed with Gd+3 in comparison to reference measurements.
Right: At higher membrane pressures (≈ 30 mN/m), excitability is strongly reduced up to almost
complete inhibition of pulse propagation at 100 µMol Gd+3 .

is further employed in order to probe the excitability of a DPPC DPPG (9:1) monolayer under the influence of Gd+3 . The usage of a logarithmic scale on the abscissa
allows thereby to display a wider range of concentrations and transfers the linear
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correlation into an exponential curve as can be seen for both reference measurements (on HEPES buffer) in figure 7.7. Here, the left side shows the membrane
excitability for the liquid-expanded state (π = 5 mN/m), while on the right the situation in the liquid-condensed phase (π = 30 mN/m) is depicted. The comparison
of both reference measurements indicates that a higher minimum concentration of
ethanol is required in the liquid-condensed phase in order to excite a pressure pulse.
Also, as expected from the inverse correlation between compressibility and wave
amplitude given by equation 4.2, the absolute measured amplitude is higher in the
liquid-condensed phase.
The addition of Gadolinium ions to the HEPES buffer reduces the excitability of the
membrane (figure 7.7). While in the liquid-expanded phase only a slight decrease
of the pulse amplitude was detected, the effects were even more pronounced in the
liquid-condensed phase. Gd+3 almost completely inhibits the pulse excitation at a
concentration of 100 µMol, which agrees with results presented above. In addition
to the reduction in pulse amplitude, the threshold concentration at which a pressure
pulse can be detected, is shifted towards higher concentrations of ethanol.

Figure 7.8.: Probing excitability of a DPPC DPPG (9:1) monolayer by increasing the concentration of ethanol in the excitation solvent (0, 1; 1; 2; 4; 8; 16 mol/`). Left: Lanthanides are investigated
for their pulse inhibition potency at a membrane pressure of ≈ 30 mN/m. Similar behavior is observed for all lanthanides, with a sequence of La+3 > Gd+3 > Nd+3 . Right: Inhibition of pulses in
charged (DPPC DPPG (9:1)) and neutrally charged (DPPC) monolayers.

In most studies in the literature, it has been indicated that Gd+3 and other lanthanides have similar effects on lipid membranes. These effects are in general ascribed to the potency of lanthanides to bind to the lipid membrane [100–103]. By
following this line of argument, a similar process is considered here for the reduction
of excitability. To test this hypothesis, Lanthanum and Neodymium were chosen
as representatives to probe the excitation impediment due to lanthanide binding.
For this purpose, excitability of a DPPC DPPG (9:1) monolayer was studied at
π ≈ 30 mN/m for the three mentioned lanthanides (figure 7.8, left). As expected,
excitability was strongly reduced for all three lanthanides as compared to the ref-
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erence measurement. Moreover, the resulting amplitudes scale accordingly to the
series La+3 > Gd+3 > Nd+3 , which might reflect the tendency of the respective lanthanides to bind to the phospholipid monolayer.
As illustrated in figure 7.8 (right), this reduction of excitability is not selective for
negatively charged membranes, but also applies to neutrally charged monolayers
with a remaining dipole moment. In accordance to literature [102, 107] this might
indicate that the phosphoric acid group is the main interaction site of the Gadolinium ion with the phospholipid.

7.3. Discussion
7.3.1. Influence of Gadolinium on lipid membranes
The pronounced influence of Gadolinium and other lanthanide ions on negatively
and neutrally charged phospholipid assemblies has been described in the literature
[100–111] and was further investigated above. In summary one can state that the
strong affinity of a threefold charged rare earth ions to the phosphoric acid group
of phospholipids [102] results in the formation of lipid-lanthanide complexes [101].
The resulting stoichiometry of two or three lipids per lanthanide ion [100, 106] leads
to crosslinking of lipids and thus to a compaction and solidification of the lipid
membrane. Evidence in favor of this interpretation was obtained from the respective π-A-isotherms of DPPC DPPG (9:1) monolayers with increasing Gadolinium
concentration in the sub phase. The average area per lipid was clearly reduced as
compared to the reference (see figure 7.2). In other lipid systems a similar type of behavior has been observed [114]. Moreover, it was shown by fluorescence microscopy
that lanthanide ions did drastically alter the membrane structure by inducing macroscopic patches of the liquid-condensed phase. This would account for the compaction
of lipids and the overall reduction in membrane fluidity. These changes in membrane
structure might also be a possible explanation for the previously observed increase
of leakage of vesicles in the presence of lanthanides [100].
The reduced excitability of lipid monolayers upon ethanol excitation might be explained by the binding of Gadolinium to the lipid head groups. When a lipid membrane is exposed to ethanol molecules, these dissolve within the lipid matrix and
mainly remain in the head group region [115]. A deeper penetration is unfavorable
due to the relatively polar character of ethanol as compared to the membrane forming lipid. Thus, the strong binding of Gadolinium to the lipid head [102] might limit
the interaction of ethanol with the lipid, since both molecules have to compete for
the phosphoric acid as the respective binding site.
The compaction of the lipid membrane due to lanthanide binding will also alter its
lateral pressure profile. Incorporated molecules as e.g. ion channel proteins would
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thus experience an increased lateral pressure around their transmembrane domain,
favoring configurations of reduced average size. It was calculated that especially
a lateral pressure increase in the region of the lipid head group, compared to the
center of the membrane, will cause ion channels to favor their closed state [115, 116].
Since the interaction site of lanthanides with lipids is supposed to be exclusively the
phosphoric acid group [102], located at the lipid head, the binding of lanthanides
is expected to cause a decreased ion channel conductivity. These assumptions are
in agreement with experiments executed on mechanosensitive ion channels, which
are particularly influenced by membrane tension [118] and can be blocked by the
binding of Gadolinium ions to the lipid membrane [114].

7.3.2. Solubility of channel blocking substances
The experimental application of Gadolinium is limited, due to its strong interaction
with anions, which are obviously present in most buffer solutions and blood [113].
Since Gadolinium phosphates and carbonates are characterized by a rather low
aqueous solubility, the injection of a GdCl3 solution into buffers containing these
anions will cause an immediate precipitation of the respective Gadolinium salts.
As a result of this low solubility, the formed Gadolinium precipitates are highly
stable and thus considered biocompatible. This and other properties have led to
their use as contrast agents in nuclear magnetic resonance tomography [113]. On
the other hand, the unexpected depletion of Gadolinium ions, according to simple
precipitation, from the buffer solution used in biological experiments could lead to
false assumptions about the impact of Gadolinium or other processes. Having these
considerations about the ion solubility in mind, it is not surprising anymore that
bicarbonates influence the block of ion channels by Gadolinium [119] or that pores
in erythrocyte membranes, induced by Gadolinium, can be resealed when washed
with EDTA4 [108], a strong sequester of free metal ions.
But this solubility argument must then, as a consequence, apply to all substances
that display toxic influence on tissue in vivo or in experimental arrangements. As
such, one might conclude that the effects demonstrated in this chapter must be a
result of the threefold charge of the ion, leading to a strong binding with negatively
charged phospholipids. This hypothesis was tested among others by employing
AlCl3 solution, which contains trivalent Aluminum ions. These ions precipitated
immediately when injected in the Ringer as well as in the HEPES buffer solution,
according to the extremely low solubility of Aluminumhydroxides (AlOH) at neutral
pH. Both buffers are adjusted to neutral pH≈ 7, 4 to simulate in vivo conditions.
Only other lanthanides display solubilities in the range of Gadolinium (compare
table B.4), so that it is not surprising to obtain similar results. As a consequence of
4
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these solubility arguments, it can be predicted that Gadolinium effects on neuronal
cells or erythrocytes will highly depend on the environment’s pH and will decrease
with an increase in pH.
Also non-ionic toxins must obey these rules of solubility. For example the solubility
of the sodium channel blocker TTX5 is highly pH dependent. While it is soluble at
pH=4,7 in acetic acid buffer, it is almost insoluble at pH=7,4. As a consequence,
TTX should have a high tendency to precipitate when injected into neutral standard
buffers as used e.g. for measurements on neuronal cells. In order to probe for
lipid-based effects TTX, the toxin was introduced into the aqueous sub phase of
a phospholipid monolayer. Since no obvious interaction site for the TTX within
the monolayer is found, in contrast to the phosphoric acid for lanthanide ions, the
TTX does not show any influence on the phospholipid membrane, as is depicted in
section B.7. This might be an indicator for the requirement for certain proteins that
introduce the specificity which might be necessary to explain the effects of various
chemicals on neuronal cells.

7.4. Summary Lanthanides
In this chapter, the specific influence of positively charged, trivalent ions on charged
and zwitterionic lipid monolayers was studied. The main emphasis was placed on
Gadolinium induced blockage of pressure pulses propagating in lipid monolayers.
First, the impact of Gadolinium on the static properties of a lipid membrane (DPPC
DPPG (9:1)) was investigated. It was found that due to binding of the rare earth
ions, a condensation of the monolayer occurred. This compression is accompanied
by an induction of macroscopic liquid-condensed domains, as observed directly by
fluorescence microscopy images of the lipid monolayer under Gd+3 influence. In
excitation experiments it was moreover shown that the excitation of pressure pulses
with ethanol can be effectively blocked, when the Gadolinium concentration in the
aqueous sub phase exceeded ≈ 10 µMol. This characteristic behavior was also found
for other lanthanides. Since the submillimolar concentration threshold found is in
the same range as necessary for the blockage of mechanosensitive ion channels by
Gd+3 , future measurements on a black lipid membrane setup could identify, if the
found influence on membrane polymorphism by Gd+3 is indeed responsible for the
blockage of conductivity.

5
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The electric nature of cell-cell communication and here in particular the nervous
excitation is widely studied and described by the prominent model of the Hodgkin
and Huxley equation [5]. One major feature of action potentials propagating on
nerve cells is the cancellation upon collision, as shown e.g. on motor nerve fibers of
the toad [120]. This behavior has also been observed in vivo, where it is considered
a common occurrence among cardiac cells [121]. Here it enables the homogeneity of
the heartbeat through the annihilation of signals send in the backwards direction,
thus regulating the harmonic contraction of cells in only one direction. Differences
in the regular collision pattern are therefore assumed to induce conditions, where
the heart’s normal rhythm is disturbed [121]. Moreover, in numerical studies of colliding action potentials, calculated by means of the Hodgkin and Huxley equation
or its simplified pendant, the FitzHugh-Nagumo model [122, 123], other regimes besides the total annihilation were found to be possible. Besides the self-oscillation of
the system, a soliton-like regime was found, where pulses can penetrate each other
without cancelation [124–126].
The solitary wave is furthermore the basis of another, thermodynamic approach
to the nerve pulse propagation [16–18]. In this model, localized density waves are
propagating as action potentials along the axon membrane of a neuronal cell, thus
resembling the type of wave discussed and described so far within this thesis. A
soliton is moreover a special type of wave, where nonlinear properties of the conducting media cancel dispersive effects and therefore allow the shape of the pulse to
be maintained during propagation. This non-linearity in the elastic properties of the
membrane can empirically be found slightly below physiological temperatures [17].
Application of this theory has among others led to a thermodynamic explanation of
the Meyer-Overtone rule, describing correctly the potency of anesthesia [17, 40, 127].
Simulation of the head-on collision of these solitary waves showed the penetration
of pulses as well as their stability to small amplitude fluctuations or dissipation [18,
128].
All these considerations about the collision of pulses have been carried out theoretically [18, 124–126, 128] or on real axon membranes [120, 121]. To close this gap of
a missing experimental model system, this chapter presents studies on the exper-
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imental collision of longitudinal density pulses within nanometer thin lipid layers.
For this purpose, the excitation of longitudinal lipid monolayer waves is conducted
as described earlier in this thesis 3, while a simple geometric alteration of the Langmuir trough enforces the formation of two similar density pulses, in accordance to
the Huygens principle. In the following, these pulses approach each other mutually
and thus eventually collide. The resulting interference pattern indicates the penetration of colliding pulses in lipid layers and thus a classical wave behavior, which
is expected from the linear stress-strain relationship, described in section 4.1.2.

8.1. Experimental Arrangements

Figure 8.1.: Experimental arrangement employed for the investigation of the monolayer-pressurepulse-collision. The film balance is equipped with two laterally separated pressure sensors to enable
time resolved observation of the two approaching wave fronts. A Teflon barrier is used to separate
the excitation and detection compartment, thus repressing secondary water waves and additionally
to create two wave paths upon singular excitation. The delay time between the two pulses can be
adjusted by lateral variation of the excitation spot. Reference measurements are executed by means
of a third Teflon barrier (shown in figure 8.3), placed perpendicularly to the barriers displayed, to
prohibit the second pathway.

The experimental setup employed here resembles the arrangement used so far,
which is comprehensively described in chapter 3. In order to investigate the collision of lipid monolayer waves, a slight variation of the setup is introduced by the
shortening of the additional barrier. This new arrangement creates an additional
entrance to the detection compartment, allowing a second pathway for the excited
pressure pulse. According to the Huygens principle, two identical waves are established at the entrances to the detection site (compare figure 8.1). In the following,
both density pulses are approaching each other, yielding their collision within the
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channel, indicated by the red dots in figure 8.1. Based on the lateral displacement of
the pressure sensors, located at each end of the channel, the recording of the pulses
displays the signal before and after the collision, which enables an interpretation of
the occurred interference.

Figure 8.2.: Left: Top view of the Langmuir trough arrangement employed for monolayer wave
collision. Both pulse pathways are shown, supplemented with the indication of the laterally varying excitation spots Right: Isotherm of a DPPC monolayer, measured prior to the collision experiment. Dots indicate the measurement points used. The inlay displays the compressibility,
calculated from the slope of the isotherm.

The situation is more thoroughly depicted in the left part of figure 8.2. Here, in the
top view of the Langmuir trough, both possible wave paths are shown. In addition,
the variation of the excitation spot is indicated, which allows the alteration of the
path difference between the two pulses and by shifting the collision spot to the left
or right. As a consequence, the expected interference pattern should change coherently.
In this study about monolayer wave collision only ethanol is used as an excitation
solvent, since it displays the least influence as a solvent onto the created waveform
(see section 3.3). All experiments presented in this chapter are conducted on a
DPPC membrane kept at 24◦ C, for which an exemplary isotherm is depicted alongside with its resulting compressibility in the right part of figure 8.2. The red dots,
integrated into the isotherm, indicate the equilibrium pressures π0 chosen for the
various collision experiments.
Reference measurements are executed by the introduction of a third Teflon barrier,
placed perpendicular to the two barriers already present (compare left part of figure
8.3). This setting prohibits the second pathway of the wave upon excitation, leading to a singular density wave passing through the detection channel. Thus, only
a single pulse is detected at both pressure sensors, as can be seen in the right part
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of figure 8.3 and allows to interpret subsequently appearing alterations of the pulse
shape as a consequence of the collision.

Figure 8.3.: Left: Langmuir trough arrangement used for reference measurements. An additional
Teflon barrier is placed orthogonal to the other barriers, which prohibits the second pathway of the
wave. Right: Pressure sensor reading for a reference measurement executed on a DPPC monolayer
at 24◦ C. An equilibrium pressure of π0 = 21.6mN/m indicates the liquid condensed phase. Only a
single peak is observed at both pressure sensors upon passing of the wave.

8.2. Colliding Interfacial Waves
The annihilation of colliding pulses [120, 121] displays a distinct feature of action
potentials propagating on the axon membrane. Since longitudinal monolayer waves
are suggested as a possible model for cell-cell communication [23], their behavior
upon collision needs to be evaluated. This is executed and presented in the following section. While the emphasis of the first part is on pulse collisions in different
thermodynamic states of the membrane (red spots in figure 8.2), the second part
focuses on the alteration of the interference pattern, resulting from the lateral shift
of the excitation spot. The elucidated classical wave behavior will be discussed in
the subsequent section.

8.2.1. Linear Superposition of Pulses
Fusion of an ethanol drop with the air/water interface of a lipid monolayer evokes
a pressure pulse, which spreads over the entire area. Thus, introduction of two laterally separated entrances to the detection compartment, as demonstrated in figure
8.1, produces two mutually approaching pulses, which will consequently collide. According to the time-resolved observation of the lateral membrane pressure, the result
of the colliding lipid monolayer waves can be displayed directly (left panel of figure
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Figure 8.4.: Left panel: Collision of monolayer waves excited from the central position (3).
The corresponding membrane pressures are 5, 8.5 and 22 mN/m, representing the liquid-expanded
(le), the plateau region (p) and the liquid-condensed (lc) phase of the lipid monolayer respectively.
Right panel: Calculation of the interference pattern through linear superposition of two reference
waves. Aligned with panel on the left from top to bottom, the le, p and lc phases are displayed.

8.4). Here, measured traces of lateral pressure for all membrane states and both
sensors (black & red) are displayed. Due to the excitation from the central position,
which is illustrated as position 3 in the left part of figure 8.2, two symmetric wave
paths are created, yielding a collision spot in the middle of the detection channel
(compare figure 8.1). The penetration of the pulses upon collision is indicated by
the double peak, as can be seen for the liquid-expanded state and the plateau region.
According to the increased pulse velocity of the liquid-condensed phase (see figure
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3.4), the two pulses are completely superimposed, thus rendering the resolution of
the double peak impossible.
The empiric result of penetrating pressure pulses upon collision of longitudinal monolayer waves is additionally supported by the simple superposition of reference measurements (reference of liquid-condensed phase in the right part of figure 8.3). For
this purpose, a third Teflon barrier is introduced to the experimental arrangement,
which is depicted in the left part of figure 8.3. This divides the excitation compartment into two sections and thereby is prohibiting the second pathway of the wave.
Excitation of a pressure pulse on each side of the additional barrier generates the
two reference traces used for the linear superposition, which is displayed in the right
panel of figure 8.4 for each membrane state. The extraordinary good agreement
between measured and calculated pressure traces confirms the penetration of pulses
and thus a classical behavior of the observed wave phenomenon.

8.2.2. Variation of the Excitation Spot
The penetration of longitudinal monolayer pulses was convincingly demonstrated for
the liquid-expanded phase and the transition region, but only concluded from logical
arguments for the liquid-condensed state, due to the non-observable double peak.
This experimental flaw is tackled within this section by a reduction of the pulse
velocity, allowing an increased time resolution, and additionally by laterally shifting
the excitation spot out of the central position (compare figure 8.2). As a result of
the latter, the path difference between the two approaching pulses should alter the
interference pattern consequently and thus would allow a better demonstration of
the classical wave behavior.
For the reduction of the wave velocity, a slightly lower equilibrium pressure of the
membrane, in comparison to the experiments displayed in figure 8.4, is adjusted.
In accordance with section 3.4, an equilibrium pressure of 16 mN/m yields a pulse
velocity of ≈ 0.6 m/s, resulting in a larger, time-resolved peak-to-peak distance.
When additionally excited from position number two (see figure 8.2), a double peak
appears as shown in the left part of figure 8.5, demonstrating the penetration of
the pulses also for the liquid-condensed phase. Moreover, the single pressure pulses
can be extracted by a multiple peak fit, executed with the data evaluation software
Origin. Here, two Gaussian peaks are used to approximate the shape of the pulses.
As can be seen, the amplitude of the pulses is decreasing with increasing distance
propagated. Assuming perfect penetration of pulses and with the knowledge of the
exact length of the path travelled, which is gained from geometric evaluations of
the experimental arrangements depicted in the right part of figure 8.5, the damping
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Figure 8.5.: Left: Penetration of pulses demonstrated on a DPPC membrane at 24◦ C at
π ≈ 16 mN/m. A multiple peak fit moreover extracts the single pulses from the envelope of
the interference pattern, indicating the perfect penetration of pulses. Right: Enlarged zoom on
the top view of the Langmuir trough arrangement employed for the pulse collision experiment.
Lateral distances are indicated, while the overall path lengths for each respective excitation spot
are summarized in table 8.1.

constant β of the lipid monolayer wave can be calculated. For this purpose, an
exponentially damped pulse amplitude is assumed
!
∆x
A = A0 · exp −
(8.1)
β
, where A and A0 are the respective amplitudes of the single pulses fitted in figure 8.5 and ∆x the difference in propagation distance of the corresponding pulses.
Rearrangement of equation 8.1 yields an expression for the damping constant β:
β=

∆x
 
ln AA0

(8.2)

Using the distances calculated, which are displayed for each respective excitation
positions in table 8.1, one obtains:
β = 73, 47 cm ± 16, 34 cm

(8.3)

This damping constant is in good agreement with literature [22, 59] and the preceding thesis concerning this subject [6], in which it was stated that the lateral
dimensions of the trough (20 − 30 cm) are to small to experience a drastic damping
of the wave.
Furthermore, the shift of the interference pattern was comprehensively studied. For
this purpose, the left panel of figure 8.6 depicts the result for a consecutive shift
of the excitation point from the right side of the Langmuir trough to its center. It
clearly can be observed that with decreasing geometrical path difference between
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the two pulses, the two pressure peaks approach each other and finally merge upon
excitation from the central position. The situation reverses, when the excitation is
executed from the other half of the trough (position 4 & 5 in figure 8.2; measurements not shown).
Wave path

Left sensor
First pulse

Right sensor
First pulse

Left sensor
Second pulse

Right sensor
Second pulse

Position 1
Position 2
Position 3

7.4 cm b
= 0.12 s
9.6 cm b
= 0.16 s
13.7 cm b
= 0.23 s

21.4 cm b
= 0.36 s
23.6 cm b
= 0.39 s
27.6 cm b
= 0.46 s

22.4 cm b
= 0.37 s
18.0 cm b
= 0.30 s
13.7 cm b
= 0.23 s

36.4 cm b
= 0.61 s
32.0 cm b
= 0.53 s
27.6 cm b
= 0.46 s

Table 8.1.: Summary of the path lengths according to the respective excitation position. Distances
are converted into time by the assumption of a constant wave velocity of c = 0.6 m/s.

As conducted for the excitation from the central position (compare figure 8.4), it
is attempted to calculate the pressure traces from a reference pulse by assuming
classical wave behavior. Therefore, a reference pulse πt (t), which is measured in
accordance to the trough setting displayed in figure 8.3, is shifted on the time axis
by a value reflecting the time t1/2 required for the pulse to propagate its respective path to one of the pressure sensors (see table 8.1). Additionally, the damping
constant β is converted into its time pendant βt and multiplied as an exponentially
decaying factor to the shifted reference pulse. Summarizing the two pulses passing
each pressure sensor upon singular excitation yields the equation:




π (t) = πP (t + t1 ) · exp − (t + t1 ) · βt + πP (t + t2 ) · exp − (t + t2 ) · βt
(8.4)
The resulting pressure traces are summarized in the right panel of figure 8.6, where
each case matches the excitation situation depicted on the left panel of this figure.
The similarities between the measured and calculated traces are apparent, since in
both cases the distance between the double peak is decreasing and eventually the
peaks are merging for the central position, demonstrating once more the classical
behavior of the lipid monolayer waves. Despite the good agreement, also differences
can be observed, as e.g. the asymmetric behavior of the simulated interference
pattern. This might be explainable by the also asymmetric shape of the reference
pulse used for calculation (compare figure 8.3).

8.3. Discussion of the Classical Wave Behavior
The results presented allow the critical discussion of lipid density waves as a possible foundation of the nerve pulse propagation. As demonstrated, the penetration
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Figure 8.6.: Left panel: Collision of monolayer waves excited from the central position (3).
The corresponding membrane pressures are 5, 8.5 and 22 mN/m, representing the liquid-expanded
(le), the plateau region (p) and the liquid-condensed (lc) phase of the lipid monolayer respectively.
Right panel: Calculation of the interference pattern by linear superposition of two reference
waves. Aligned with panel on the left from top to bottom, the le, p and lc phases are displayed.

of density pulses is supported by the reproduction of the measured interference patterns through a linear superposition of reference measurements (see figures 8.4 &
8.6). The linear amplitude - excitation stress relation, elucidated in chapter 4, furthermore endorses the classical wave behavior of the pulses. At first sight, these
results contradicts measurements executed on axons, where an annihilation of action potentials was found [120]. Also experiences made with cardiac cells support
the cancellation of colliding action potential [121].
At second view it must be stated that compelling evidence of action potential an-
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nihilation upon collision is hardly found in literature [18]. Moreover, in theoretical
evaluations of the FitzHugh-Nagumo model [122, 123], which is a mathematically
simplified version of Hodgkin and Huxley equation, it was discovered that there are
indeed regimes of classical wave behavior, where the penetration of action potentials is possible [124–126]. These deviations from the complete annihilation have
also been observed in vivo [121], despite the fact that these are considered to be
pathologic.
The acoustic monolayer wave, which is the central subject of this thesis, has recently
been proposed as a model system for cell-cell communication [23]. Velocities of the
pulses measured are similar to those obtained from action potentials and furthermore it was shown that the described lateral pressure pulse is accompanied by a
pulse in the membrane’s surface potential [24]. Here it was shown that this type of
wave, which is propagating within a lipid monolayer interface, penetrates another
pulse upon collision. This is not the expected result for a model describing nervous
excitation, but does also not eliminate the longitudinal wave mode as a possible
model for the nerve pulse propagation, since regimes of classical wave behavior have
also been elucidated from theoretical considerations [124–126]. As a consequence it
needs to be stated that additional measurements are required to elucidate the full
behavior of this wave upon collision of single pulses.

8.4. Summary Collision
In this chapter, the experimental finding of density pulse penetration in nanometer
thin lipid monolayers is presented. Interference patterns of colliding pulses are reproduced by the linear superposition of reference measurements, thus confirming the
classical wave behavior. This is executed for different thermodynamic states of the
monolayer as well as various path differences for the two pressure waves, yielding a
shifting interference pattern. Additionally, the damping factor for the longitudinal
monolayer wave was calculated from the relative decrease in pulse amplitude of the
two superimposed pressure pulses. The presented results can therefore be considered as a starting point for further experiments on lipid monolayer wave collision,
including different excitation and observation methods, which could finally lead to
important new insights of inter- and intracellular communication including nerve
pulse propagation [120, 121].
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The ability of lipid membranes to compartmentalize the structures of a cell constitutes their essential significance for life. The cell membrane separates the intra- from
the extracellular environment, regulates the equilibrium of ions across the membrane
and plays a key role in essential chemical processes. Furthermore, the dynamics of
membranous interfaces determine among other things the exchange of metabolites,
as well as the communication of the cell with its environment. Since the lipid monolayer is considered as the simplest model of a cell membrane and since its physical
properties are easily accessible, it has been used throughout this thesis for the investigation of dynamic membrane properties. Two dimensional sound waves were
induced by the fusion of a solvent drop with the aqueous interface of the monolayer.
The time resolved observation of the membrane pressure at two laterally separated
sensors enabled calculation of the pulse velocity and monitoring of the time course
of the pressure variation. These experimental arrangements laid the foundation for
the central aim of this thesis, which has been to empirically challenge the picture of
a propagating sound wave as the basis for cell-cell communication.
This chapter summarizes the experiments conducted, combined with a short outlook
on open questions and ideas to continue in this field of research.

9.1. Excitation of Lipid Monolayer Waves
In order to establish a sound foundation for all subsequent experiments, the direct
and indirect excitation of lipid monolayer waves, by means of solvent molecules,
has been studied. While for the direct method a solvent drop was fused with the
interface of the lipid monolayer, the indirect way of excitation involved approaching
the monolayer with the vapor phase of a solvent drop.

9.1.1. Direct excitation
The potency of a solvent to induce longitudinal monolayer waves was found to depend on its property to accumulate at aqueous interfaces. This could be expressed
by the partition coefficient POW of the respective solvent. Upon fusion of the droplet
with the monolayer, the applied solvent molecules incorporate into the lipid membrane demanding additional lateral space. This causes a displacement of the lipids
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that is subsequently conducted over the entire area of the interface as a lateral pressure pulse. Despite the highly non-linear compressibility profile of the monolayer,
the stress-strain relation for the pulse amplitudes was found to behave according to
Hooke’s law. These findings were included into a simple theory based on the idea
of a sudden membrane compression, which allows to calculate the anticipated pulse
amplitudes. A threshold in excitability, which occurs for low solvent concentrations,
indicates the limit of the proposed theory and is explained by the concentration
dependent behavior of the partition coefficient.
This rather simple method for the induction of longitudinal monolayer waves could
be improved in many ways to elucidate the entire dispersion relation of the occurring wave phenomenon. Since lipids in naturally occurring membranes bare a net
negative charge, an electrical method for pulse excitation seems to be feasible and
has already been investigated [62]. The principle of wave excitation by a local reduction of the average area per lipid could be extended by incorporating molecules
into the membrane that are able to undergo a conformational transition [60]. For
this purpose, optomechanical dyes are of particular interest, but also naturally occurring proteins like rhodopsin could be used. Furthermore, by the incorporation
of enzymes like acetylcholinesterase it could be probed, if the sudden production of
acetic acid by the enzyme is capable of inducing a lateral pressure pulse.

9.1.2. Indirect excitation
Aside from the direct method of wave excitation, a contactless, indirect method
was established. For this purpose, the vapor phase of a solvent drop is approached
to the monolayer interface. This leads to a sudden increase in membrane tension,
which indicates the excitation of a longitudinal wave. The velocities extracted from
such pulses are found to match those of direct excitation, showing that the propagation process is independent from the respective technique used for excitation.
When the drop was furthermore held at a certain, constant distance to the interface, auto-oscillations of the monolayer tension occurred. The obtained frequencies
and velocities are in agreement with those obtained for direct excitation. The suggestion that the monolayer compressibility determines the restoring forces of the
monolayer and thereby influences the properties of the oscillations was not verified.
The frequency of the oscillations showed a remarkable stability even upon shifting
the compressibility maximum towards higher membrane pressures through an increase in the system temperature.
This contact-free technique for induction of longitudinal monolayer waves was mainly
studied phenomenologically and is not completely understood. The observed steep
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rise and subsequent plateau region of the membrane pressure upon approach of the
solvent drop indicates the occurrence of a lipid phase transition. However, it has
not been possible to entirely clarify this suggestion. Also the striking stability of
the oscillation frequency needs to be studied in further detail.
Based on the similarities of the pulses generated by the two excitation methods,
a complete theoretical understanding of lipid monolayer waves would benefit from
further investigations the indirect excitation method.

9.2. Relaxation of Lipid Monolayer Waves
Chapter 5 investigated the local relaxation of pressure pulses propagating in lipid
monolayer films. A correlation is found between relaxation times and lateral compressibility of the monolayer. This is demonstrated by coinciding maxima for both
parameters at the phase transition of the lipid membrane. The invariance of this
relationship with respect to physical (π, T), chemical (ethanol, chloroform) and
molecular (lipid type) variations is correctly predicted by theory. Based on Einstein’s approach to thermodynamics, the centerpiece of which is the reversion of the
Boltzmann principle and on an Onsager type ansatz, a direct correlation between
relaxation time τ and lateral compressibility κT with the phenomenological constant
L was derived. This constant is determined through the relaxation experiment by
solving the correlation found between τ and κT for L. While a constant value for L
can be found for each membrane phase, a non-linearity at the lipid phase transition
clearly indicates the limitations of this theoretical approach.
The strength and beauty of the presented theory is its universality. As a consequence, all material susceptibilities can be connected to either fluctuations in their
respective thermodynamic variable or to the general relaxation time of the system.
This allows to predict e.g. the conductivity profile of a bilayer arrangement by investigating the phase space of the corresponding monolayer on a Langmuir trough.
Future experiments should address the non-linear behavior of the phenomenological constant L at the phase transition. By using high resolution pressure jump
experiments on a different lipid system as the monolayer (e.g. vesicles), it could be
elucidated if the break down of linearity between thermodynamic fluxes and forces
at the phase transition is a general property of lipid systems.
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9.3. Influence of the Hydration Layer
To elucidate the impact of lipid-bound polymers on the properties of longitudinal
monolayer waves was the main emphasis of chapter 6. Lipids with a PEG-chain
conjugated to the headgroup were used to form monolayers which mimic the glycocalyx of a cell. Ethanol-induced pulses in such a monolayer were characterized
by a decrease of amplitude and velocity as compared to a regular lipid monolayer.
This effect was attributed to the hydrophilic nature of the polymer and the resulting
increase of the monolayer’s viscosity. The thickness of the hydration layer which is
dragged along with a pulse was found to correlate with the polymer’s length and
its surface pressure dependent molecular conformation. Overall, PEG linearizes the
velocity profile and strongly diminishes the pulse amplitudes due to an increased
viscous drag.
In addition to the presented experiments an expansion towards higher membrane
pressures of the monolayer would be of interest. This is expected to induce the socalled brush state of the PEG moieties, resulting in a rheological transition and an
elastic membrane (storage modulus G’ > loss modulus G”) [92, 99]. As a consequence
of this transition, the properties of the monolayer wave such as damping, relaxation
and velocity should change drastically. Moreover, experiments with different hydrophilic moieties conjugated to the lipid headgroup (e.g. lactose instead of PEG)
would allow to test for generality of the phenomenon and would thereby contribute
to the understanding of pressure pulses that might propagate in cell membranes.

9.4. Effects of Lanthanides
In chapter 7, the influence of trivalent ions on lipid monolayer and in particular
on pressure pulses therein was discussed. The focus was mainly set on the lanthanide Gadolinium, which has been described in the literature as a potent blocker
of mechanosensitive ion channels. A strong influence of even micromolar concentrations of Gadolinium on the static properties of the monolayer was observed
in π-A-isotherms and fluorescence microscopic images. In the latter, macroscopic
liquid-condensed domains appeared upon injection of Gadolinium to the aqueous
sub phase. This supported the result of a membrane compaction due to Gadolinium as has been found in π-A-isotherms. Moreover, the dynamic properties of the
membrane were altered. In particular, a reduction of excitability was found with
a complete block of pressure pulses for concentrations above c ≈ 10 µMol of Gd3+ .
This characteristic behavior was also observed for other lanthanides such as Lanthanum and Neodymium.
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It would be an important next step to investigate the influence of these rare earth
ions on the conductivity across pure lipid bilayers. This could be achieved by introducing e.g. Gd3+ to a black lipid membrane setup. In combination with previous
reports in the literature [114] the results presented in this thesis predict an inhibition of membrane currents in pure lipid bilayers in the presence of trivalent ions.
This would support the suggestion found in literature of a lipid-based effect for the
blockage of mechanosensitive protein ion channels.

9.5. Collision of Lipid Monolayer Waves
The demonstration of the classical wave behavior for solvent induced density pulses
comprised the last chapter of this thesis. Two pulses display interference patterns
upon collision which can be reproduced by the linear superposition of reference measurements. These experiments were performed for different thermodynamic states
of the monolayer as well as various path differences for the two pressure waves. Ultimately, a shifting interference pattern was obtained. As an additional result, the
damping factor for the longitudinal monolayer wave was calculated from the relative
decrease in pulse amplitude of the two superimposed pressure pulses.
The establishment of an experimental setup that is capable of inducing two mutually approaching interfacial waves is a key step in order to study the collision of
two dimensional density pulses, propagating in lipid monolayers. Thus, the results
presented in chapter 8 can be expanded by the application of different pulse excitation methods (electrical, mechanical, optical), which would allow to probe a wider
range of the frequency spectrum. An additional elongation of the distance between
the two pressure sensors would increase the time required for pulse propagation
and thereby improve the resolution of the single pulses. This would serve to study
possible variations of the wave properties as e.g. an increase in the pulse velocity,
predicted by theoretical consideration on colliding solitons.

9.6. Conclusion
The dynamics of lipid interfaces affect many functions of cells and are therefore
crucial for life. In particular pressure pulses propagating in lipid membranes are
of interest, since they might as well conduct information. This was the motivation
to study lipid monolayer waves and to advance towards a model that could more
realistically mimic the cell membrane. The experimental results presented within
this thesis demonstrate that the properties of a wave such as amplitude, velocity
and relaxation time are tightly coupled to the state of the lipid monolayer. Mim-
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icking of the hydrophilic coating of cells by introducing PEG-lipids led to damping,
but did not abolish pulse propagation over macroscopic distances. Trivalent ions
displayed a strong influence on structure and polymorphism of the lipid monolayer
and were able to block pulse excitation. Moreover it was shown that the pressure
pulses behave as classical, longitudinal waves, as was elucidated from pulse collision
experiments. In conclusion, the variety of the presented results provide a solid basis
for a scientific debate on the possible contribution of pulses in lipid layers to cell-cell
communication.
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Appendix A: Thermodynamic
relations and
derivations
A.1. Derivation of the Poisson-Boltzmann equation
The movement of ions in vicinity of a charged plate is governed by the electrochemical potential µi for the ith ion, which is comprised by the competing contributions of the ordering electric potential of the surface charge density σ and the order
destroying maximization of entropy due to thermal motion:
µi = ezi ψ + kT ln (ni )

(A.1)

Integration leads to a regular Boltzmann equation, where the integration constant
n0(i) is supposed to be the bulk concentration of the ith ion in a distance far apart
from the charged surface:
 −ez ψ 
i
(i)
ni = n0 exp
(A.2)
kT
The Poisson equation provides a relationship between the potential ψ and the charge
density σ. In this case, we have to consider the positive and negative charges in the
surrounding media:




4π
4πe 
∇2 ψ ~r = − ρ ~r = −
ez+ n+ ~r + ez− n− ~r
W
W
Combining equation A.2 and A.3 gives the Poisson-Boltzmann equation
"
!
 !#

−ez+ ψ ~r
−ez− ψ ~r
4πe
2
∇ ψ ~r = −
z+ n+ exp
+ z− n− exp
W
kT
kT

(A.3)

(A.4)

A.2. Derivation of the Debye-Hückel length
Discussing two simple cases in which the Poisson-Boltzmann equation can be solved
analytically:
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1. No ions in solution n0(−) = 0; n(+)
0 = n0
!

−eψ ~r
4πen0
∇ ψ ~r = −
exp
W
kT
2

(A.5)

(+)
2. 1:1 ion solution (NaCl case) n(−)
0 = n0 = n0
"
 !#
!
 eψ 

−eψ ~r
−eψ ~r
4πe
8πe2 n0
2
∇ ψ ~r = −
n0 exp
− n0 exp
=
sinh
(A.6)
W
kT
kT
W
kT

This non-linear, differential equation can be solved by expanding the hyperbolic sine and using only the linear term to transform equation A.6 into a
linear differential equation.

Here, λD
length.





8πe2 n0
∇2 ψ ~r = −
ψ ~r ⇒ ∇2 ψ ~r = λ−2
r
(A.7)
D ψ ~
W kT

−1/2
= 8πe2 n0 /W kT
∝ n−1/2
is called the Debye-Hückel screening
0
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B.1. Description of used lipids
• DPPC: 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine is a phospholipid comprised of two palmitic acids and one phosphocholine group attached to the
glycerol backbone. In the human body it is most prominent in the lung surfactant, where it among others prevents the collapse of the alveole. The phosphocholine headgroup is neutrally charged at neutral pH, since the negative
phosphoric acid group and the positively charged choline group are neutralizing each other. This results in a strong dipole moment. Its molar weight is
g
M = 734.039 mol
• DPPG: 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phospho-(1’-rac-glycerol) is the second
most common lipid in the lung surfactant and consitsts of the same fatty acids
as DPPC. The distinguishing property results from the phosphoglycerol headgroup, which is negatively charged at neutral pH. Thus, membranes formed
from DPPG bear a negative surface charge, attracting and interacting with
g
positively charged ions more efficiently. Its molar weight is M = 744.952 mol
• DSPE-PEG(350):
1,2-distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N(polyethylene glycol)-350] is lipid with a poly(ethylene glycol) moiety of 7
g
monomers attached to the lipid headgroup. Its molar weight is M = 1131.500 mol
• DSPE-PEG(2000):
1,2-distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N(polyethylene glycol)-2000] is a standard PEG-lipid. A poly(ethylene glycol)
moiety with 45 monomers attached to the lipid headgroup. Its molar weight
g
is M = 2790.486 mol

B.2. Fabrication of lipid solutions
All lipids used in this thesis were purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids as powder or
already solved. The lipid solutions used to spread monolayers were adjusted to a
concentration of 10 mg
.
ml
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• DPPC: This lipid was mostly purchased in chloroform solution with a concentration of 10 mg
and therefore used directly. When obtained as powder, 10mg
ml
were weighted into a well cleaned sample vial. The exact weight m is then
further used to precisely measure the volume V = m · 0, 1 mg
of chloroform with
ml
mg
a micro syringe, in order to obtain the desired 10 ml DPPC solution.
• DPPG: This lipid was mostly purchased in so-called magic solution with a
concentration of 10 mg
and therefore directly used. The magic solution consists
ml
of chlorform-methanol-water in a ratio of 65:35:8. When obtained as powder,
10mg were weighted into a well cleaned sample vial and since this lipid is
insoluble within chloroform, the magic solution was used. Thus, the exact
65
weight m is then further used to precisely measure the volume Vc = m· 108
·0, 1 mg
ml
mg
35
8
of chloroform, Vm = m · 108
· 0, 1 mg
of
methanol
and
V
=
m
·
·
0,
1
of
water
w
ml
108
ml
with a micro syringe to yield a solution of 10 mg
DPPG
solution.
ml
• DPPC DPPG (10%): The lipid mixture can not be purchased and is therefore produced from its single components. For this purpose, DPPC with a
is transferred by means of a micro syringe in to a well
concentration of 20 mg
ml
cleaned sample vial. The volume transferred can be calculated into the mass
of DPPC lipids mDPPC within the solution. In order to obtain the correct ratio
of 9:1, the molar weights of both lipids need to be considered. Thus volume
of DPPG lipids necessary can be calculated as:
!
!
MDPPG
1 cDPPC
VDPPG = ·
·
· VDPPC
9 cDPPG
MDPPC
When DPPG enters the chloroform solution, it spontaneously forms a white
precipitate according to its low solubility within chloroform. This was the
reason for the higher starting concentration of DPPC so that now the resulting
solution ca be rediluted with methanol and water to regain the magic solution.
"
#
ml
V = (mDPPG + mDPPG ) · 0, 1
− VDPPC + VDPPG
mg
For DPPC DPPG (10%) mostly chloroform is in the solution yet. Therefore
the rest volume must be mostly filled with methanol. But in practice, the
calculated volume must be slowly added with methanol, water and chloroform
until DPPG is dissolving again.
• DSPE-PEG(350): This lipid was purchased in chloroform solution with a
concentration of 10 mg
and therefore used directly.
ml
• DSPE-PEG(2000): This lipid was purchased in chloroform solution with a
concentration of 10 mg
and therefore used directly.
ml
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B.3. Fabrication of lipid and buffer solutions
Ringer solution
For the fabrication of the ringer solution a premixed powder with all ingredients
necessary was purchased from Sigma Aldrich. The content of the premix, sufficient
to produce 1` of the ringer solution, is displayed in table B.1 and at first dissolved in
0, 9` of ultra pure water. Subsequently, 1, 26g of sodium bicarbonate (NaHCO3 ) are
added to the solution, which works together with the phosphate as a buffer system.
In the following, the volume is supplemented with water to yield 1` of solution.
This mixture normally should result in a pH≈ 7, 4, which is checked by a regular pH
electrode and if necessary adjusted with NaOH.
Component

Mass in g (converts to

D-Glucose
Magnesium chloride (MgCl)
Potassium chloride (KCl)
Sodium chloride (NaCl)
Monosodium phosphate (NaH2 PO4 )
Disodium phosphate (Na2 HPO4 )

g
`

in solution)
1,8
0,0468
0,34
7
0,1
0,18

Table B.1.: Substances in the premix and necessary to produce 1` of ringer solution

HEPES buffer
The HEPES buffer is widely used throughout this thesis to study the influence
of Gadolinium onto static and dynamic properties of lipid membranes. Since the
entire experiment was motivated by the work of Yang and Sachs [112], who blocked
mechanosensitive ion-channels by means of Gd3+ , the buffer system applied in this
thesis was produced by the same recipe. Therefore, 150 mmol
of sodium chloride
`
mmol
(NaCl), 10 ` of 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid (HEPES) are
solved within 1` of ultra pure water. The corresponding masses m necessary can be
calculated via:
m=c·M·V
and are displayed in table B.2 Here, c is the final concentration of the salt with
a molar mass M, dissolved in a solution of volume V. The zwitterionic HEPES
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Component

Molar mass in

Sodium chloride (NaOH)
HEPES

g
mol

Mass in g

58,44
238,3

8,766
2,383

Table B.2.: Substances necessary to produce 1` of HEPES buffer

molecule serves here as the buffer system. The dissolved salts normally yielded a
pH≈ 5, 6, what was adjusted to pH≈ 7, 4 by means of NaOH.

B.4. Fabrication of ethanol & acetic acid solutions
Solutions of different concentrations of ethanol & acetic acid were produced by dilution of the pure solvent, purchased from Sigma Aldrich (USA) and used without
further purification. Density and molar mass values were obtained from the associated data sheet, allowing the calculation of the molar concentration of the pure
solvent solution and consecutively the dilution factors to reach the required concentrations. Solvents were diluted with bidistilled, ultrapure water to prevent any type
of contamination and possible error sources. In the case of ethanol, the following
calculations have been used to fabricate the solutions applied in this thesis: The dif-

solvent
Methanol
Ethanol
Propanol
Butanol
Formic Acid
Acetic Acid
Propionic Acid
Butyric Acid

molar
mass
g/mol
32,04
46,07
60,10
74,12
46,03
60,05
74,08
88,11

g/cm3

molar
concentration
mol/`

0,79
0,79
0,80
0,81
1,22
1,05
0,99
0,96

24,66
17,15
13,31
10,93
26,50
17,49
13,36
10,90

density

Vwater

Vsolvent

m`

m`

0,406
0,583
0,751
0,915
0,377
0,572
0,748
0,918

0,594
0,417
0,249
0,085
0,623
0,428
0,252
0,082

Table B.3.: Properties of the investigated solvents and volume used to fabricate solutions of a
standardized 10 mol
` concentration. Molar mass, density, solubility adapted from the respective
Sigma Aldrich data sheets and controlled with [65]

ficulty of butanol being only solvable in water by 7,9% was overcome by introducing
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only a small amount of water to a 100% butanol solution to yield an absolut molar
concentration of 10 mol
.
`

B.5. Relaxation times for different excitation
solvents
Relaxation times as evaluated from pressure pulses in a DPPC monolayer at 24◦ C,
excited with chloroform and pentane. Both figures display the correlation between
isothermal compressibility and relaxation times, indicated by the coinciding maxima.
Differences in absolute numbers and course of the relaxation times might be due to
the influence of the solvent on the excitation process.

Chloroform excitation

Figure B.1.: Invariance of the compressibility-relaxation time correlation (derived in chapter 5
with respect to the change of excitation solvent. Here: Chloroform
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Pentane excitation

Figure B.2.: Invariance of the compressibility-relaxation time correlation (derived in chapter 5
with respect to the change of excitation solvent. Here: Pentane

B.6. Solubilities of threefoldly charged ions
Table B.4 displays the solubility of hydroxides of threefoldly charged ions and thus
determines the pH dependent solubility of these ions within ultrapure water. Thus,
Aluminum precipitates even at micromolar concentrations at pH = 7, 4, while most
rare earth ions stay in the solution.
Element
In(OH)3
La(OH)3
Nd(OH)3
Pr(OH)3
Sc(OH)3
Sm(OH)3
Tb(OH)3
Y(OH)3

pL
33,2
18,7
21,5
22,4
30,7
23,4
23,2
24,5

Element
Al(OH)3
Cr(OH)3
Co(OH)3
Eu(OH)3
Fe(OH)3
Ga(OH)3
Gd(OH)3

pL
32,9
30,2
43,8
26,9
38,6
35,1
22,7

Table B.4.: Solubility of the hydroxides of threefoldly charged ions. Values are adapted from
[129]
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B.7. Influence of tetrodotoxin on DPPC DPPG
(10%) isotherms
The extremly dangerous neurotoxin tetrodotoxin (TTX) was investigated towards
its influence on lipid monolayers. Its capability of blocking specifically voltage and
ligand gated sodium channels [130] indicates a strong interaction with the axon
membrane. In order to elucidate any effects on the pure lipids, π-A-isotherms of
charged and uncharged lipid systems under the influence of TTX are studied and
presented in B.3. In almost all cases, a slight upwards shift in the phase transition
pressure can be observed. These unexpectedly little effects might be explainable by
the low solubility of TTX. While the toxin needs to be solved within a buffer system
at pH = 4, 7, it is hardly solvable at a regular pH of 7, 4. Thus, the diminshed effects
might be a simple percipitation of TTX, which prevents the interaction with the
membrane.

Figure B.3.: Isotherms of DPPC and DPPC DPPG (10%) monolayers under the influence TTX.
Only slight changes indicate minor interaction.
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